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FIRST COLUMN

New Delhi, Agency.  The benchmark 
equity indices on the BSE and National Stock 
Exchange (NSE) witnessed their single-day 
fall in absolute terms after they settled over 
8 per cent lower on Thursday, tracking a fall 
in the global markets. In percentage terms, 
it was their second-biggest one-day fall in 
history. The S&P BSE Sensex fell 2,919.26 
points (8.18 per cent), its biggest one-day 
fall in absolute terms, to settle at 32,778.14. 
During the intraday trade, the 30-share 
benchmark slipped as much as 3,204.30 
points (8.98 per cent) to 32,493.10. From 
hitting a high of 42,273 on January 20, the 
Sensex is now down by over 23 per cent, 
in the bear phase. Just like the Sensex, the 
Nifty 50 index too fell 868.25 points (8.30 
per cent), its biggest drop in absolute terms, 
to settle below the key 10,000-mark for the ϐ����������������������ǡ����ͻǡͷͻͲǤͳͷǤ��������
the day’s trade, the NSE benchmark had 
crashed 950.40 points (9.09 per cent) to hit 
an intraday low of 9,508.00. In the process, 
the 50-share index entered bear territory – a 
20 per cent fall from its most recent peak 
in January. All the Sensex stocks ended in 
the negative zone on Thursday. Among 
the biggest contributors to the 30-share 
index’s fall were HDFC twins  comprising 
of HDFC Bank (down 8.18 per cent) and 
Housing Development Finance Corporation 
(down 7.88 per cent). Along with these two 
were oil-to-telecom behemoth Reliance 
Industries (RIL) (down 7.95 per cent) and 
ICICI Bank (down 8.68 per cent). All the 
sectoral indices on NSE hit their respective 
52-week lows during the intraday trade on 
Thursday and eventually settled in a sea of 
red. The Nifty PSU Bank index was the worst 
sectoral performer of the day, it fell 13.16 
per cent weighed by Canara Bank, Bank of 
Baroda and State Bank of India (SBI). The 
bigger Nifty Bank index too declined 9.50 
per cent weighed by IDFC First Bank, Yes 
Bank and Axis Bank. In the broader market, 
the S&P BSE MidCap index fell 1,052.78 
points (7.84 per cent) to end at 12,380.36, 
while the S&P BSE SmallCap index slipped 
1,110.26 points (8.72 per cent) to settle at 
11,614.89 on Thursday. “Recession fears 
increased after WHO declared coronavirus a 
pandemic which forced investors to sell off 
risky assets. Fresh travel bans across nations 
is contributing to the fears that economic 
impact will be much larger than earlier 
estimates. RBI is expected to cut interest rate 
and announce additional liquidity before the 
scheduled meeting which is due next month,” 
Vinod Nair.

Sensex sees its biggest single-
day fall, crashes 2,919 points 
on coronavirus fears

Kabul, Agency.  According to his 
spokesperson, the wheelchair bound 
Harvey Weinstein was back in Manhattan’s 
Bellevue Hospital for his “ongoing heart 
problems and chest pains”. Disgraced 
Hollywood mogul Harvey Weinstein 
was admitted to hospital after he was 
sentenced to 23 years in prison for 
rape and sexual assault. According to 
his spokesperson, the 67-year-old and 
wheelchair bound producer was back 
in Manhattan’s Bellevue Hospital for his 
“ongoing heart problems and chest pains”. 
Weinstein was suffering from chest pains 
and medical staff at Rikers Island decided 
to he went to Bellevue, the oldest public 
hospital in the US, barely six days after 
he left the same facility. Mr Weinstein is 
being taken to Bellevue Hospital Ward to 
treat him for his ongoing heart problems 
and chest pains,” a spokesperson for the 
Oscar winning producer told Deadline. 
Weinstein was discharged from Bellevue 
on March 5.

 Harvey Weinstein back in 
hospital due to chest pains post 
23-year sentence New Delhi/pune

The CBI told a Delhi court on Thursday that former 
MLA and expelled BJP leader Kuldeep Singh Sengar and 
six other men convicted of the murder of the Unnao 
rape victim’s father should be awarded maximum 
punishment. Last week, a Delhi court convicted Sengar, 
his brother, two policemen and three others of culpable 
homicide not amounting to murder for the death of the 
Unnao rape victim’s father. The accused face a maximum 
sentence of life imprisonment in the case. During the 
hearing on quantum of sentence, Sengar told District 

Judge Dharmesh Sharma, “Please give me justice. 
Otherwise, hang me, burn my eyes with acid if I did 
something wrong.” However, the judge told Sengar that 
he had come to the conclusion after perusing the facts 
and circumstances of the case. The CBI prosecutor told 
Special Judge Dharmesh Sharma that the two policemen, 
convicted in the case, deserved a harsh sentence for ����������Ǥ�ǲ���������ϐ������������������������������������
duty was to maintain law and order. The deceased was 
beaten up at 6 pm, they sat with him till 9 pm. They 
have done grave prejudice…They are more liable. They 
could have done something good,” the CBI prosecutor 
told the court. While convicting the accused, the court 
had said that the sequence of events “establishes clearly, 
beyond a reasonable doubt, that under the patronage 
of accused Kuldeep Singh Sengar, his foot soldiers  
namely Vineet Mishra, Birender Singh and Shashi Pratap 
Singh (and probably with others who could not be ������ϐ���Ȍ������������������������������������ϐ�����������������������������������������������������������������ϐ��Ǥ

hŶŶĂŽ�ƌĂƉĞ�ǀŝĐƟŵ͛Ɛ�ĨĂƚŚĞƌ͛Ɛ�
ĚĞĂƚŚ͗�'ŝǀĞ�ŵĞ�ũƵƐƟĐĞ�Žƌ�ŚĂŶŐ�
me, Kuldeep Sengar tells court

Bhopal, Agency.    

The BJP in Madhya Pradesh will seek �� ϐ����� ����� ��������� ͳ� ��� ���������
of 22 Congress MLAs resigning in 
the state, a senior BJP leader said on 
Thursday. The 15-month-old Kamal 
Nath-led government has been facing 
deep crisis following the resignation 
of 22 Congress MLAs after former 
Union minister Jyotiraditya Scindia 
quit the party on Tuesday. “Since the 
government is in minority, we are 
going to request the governor and ������������� �������� ���� �� ϐ����� �����
on March 16 when the state budget 
session begins,” BJP’s chief whip 
in the Madhya Pradesh Assembly 

Narottam Mishra told reporters here. 
The governor and the speaker have 
the resignations of 22 MLAs. Now it is 
up to them to take a call, he said. “This 
government has lost majority,” senior BJP 
leader former chief minister Shivraj Singh 
Chouhan said here. The Congress has a 
wafer thin majority in the 228-member 
Assembly. Before the rebellion, its tally 
was 114. It also has the support of four 
Independents, two BSP MLAs and one 
from the SP, but some may now switch 
sides to the BJP. If the resignations of the 
22 MLAs are accepted, the strength of the 
Assembly will fall to 206. The Congress, 
on its own, will then be left with 92 seats, 
while the BJP has 107 seats with the magic 
number for a majority being 104.

�����������ϔ����������������
������������������ͷͼ

New Delhi, Agency. 

The Delhi Police on Thursday released names of 
seven people arrested in connection with the murder 
of head constable Rattan Lal during communal 
violence in northeast Delhi last month. Addressing 
a press conference, Delhi Police spokesperson M 
S Randhawa said that they have registered a total 
of 712 FIRs and arrested over 215 people so far 
in connection with the riots, which left over 50 
dead and many injured. On February 24, Lal died 
after a group of protesters clashed with the police ������������� ����Ǥ� �� ������� ������� ��ϐ����� ����ǡ� ǲ��
case was registered at Dayalpur Police Station. Lal 
succumbed to bullet injuries during the clash. Seven 
men have been arrested. During the investigation, 
we found that an anti-Citizenship Amendment Act 
protest was held near the spot. A conspiracy was 
hatched to attack the police.” The accused have been ������ϐ���� ��� ������� �����ǡ� ����� ���������ǡ� �����
Ayub, Mohd Yunus, Arif, Saleem Khan – all residents 
of Chand Bagh and Md Danish from Loni. In another 
case of murder, the police have arrested four men. On 
February 25, a man named Musharraf was allegedly 
dragged out of his house and thrashed by a mob. His 
body was later dumped in a drain. The incident took 
place near Gokulpuri. The police recovered the body 
after they received a complaint from the man’s wife. 
During the investigation, the police recovered CCTV 

footage and then arrested four men in connection 
to the murder case. The men have been charged for 
rioting and murder. The police spokesperson said 
they have made progress in several cases of murder 
and arson with the help of face recognition and other 
technical evidence. An 85-year-old named Akbari 
died inside her house when a mob set her house on ϐ���� ��� 	�������� ʹͷǤ� �� ����� ��� �������� ���� ��������
along with murder was registered. 

Delhi riots: Seven arrested for head 
constable Rattan Lal’s killing, say police

New Delhi, Agency.   

On its website, the ministry said that the 
total number of passengers screened at 
airports were 10,57,506, while the total ������� ��� ���ϐ������ ������ ������� ������
are now 73. Taking to Twitter, Prime 
Minister Thursday said that no minister 
of the Central Government will travel 
abroad in the upcoming days. His post 
further read, “I urge our countrymen to 
also avoid non-essential travel. We can 
break the chain of spread and ensure the 
safety of all by avoiding large gatherings.” 
The Ministry of Health on Thursday ����� ����� ���� ���ϐ������ ������ ��� ������
coronavirus disease in India is now 73. 
On its website, the ministry said that the 
total number of passengers screened 
at airports were 10,57,506, while the ������ ������� ��� ���ϐ������ ������ �������
India are now 73.  In Delhi, six Indians 
have tested positive for COVID-19, while 
in Haryana, 14 foreign nationals have 
tested positive.  In the southern states, 
17 Indians have tested positive in Kerala, ���������������������������������ϐ����������Ǥ� ���������� ��������� ���� ���ϐ������
case of an Indian national, while in 
Karnataka, four Indians have tested 
positive.  In Rajasthan, one Indian and 
two foreigners have been tested positive, 
while in Uttar Pradesh, 10 Indians and 
one foreigner have been tested positive. ���������������������ͳͳ����ϐ��������������� �����������ǡ� ������ ������� ���ϐ������

one Indian who tested positive.  In Jammu 
and Kashmir and Ladakh, one and three 
Indians have tested positive for the novel 
coronavirus, respectively. Meanwhile, the 
Melbourne Cricket Ground management 
on Thursday said that a spectator who had ��������� �������������� ϐ�������������ǯ��
T20 between India and Australia on 
March 8 has tested positive for the novel 
coronavirus disease. “…a person who 
attended the ICC Women’s T20 World Cup 
Final at the MCG on Sunday March 8 has 
now been diagnosed with COVID-19,” the 
management said in a statement. Taking 

to Twitter, Prime Minister said that no 
Minister of the Central Government will 
travel abroad in the upcoming days. His 
post further read, “I urge our countrymen 
to also avoid non-essential travel. We can 
break the chain of spread and ensure 
safety of all by avoiding large gatherings.” 
No Minister of the Central Government 
will travel abroad in the upcoming days. 
I urge our countrymen to also avoid non-
essential travel. We can break the chain of 
spread and ensure safety of all by avoiding 
large gatherings.

^��ƐĂǇƐ�ŶŽ�ůĂǁ�ƚŽ�ƐƵƉƉŽƌƚ�hW�ŐŽǀƚ�ĂĐƚŝŽŶ͕�ĚŽĞƐŶ͛ƚ�ƉĂƐƐ�ŝŶƚĞƌŝŵ�ŽƌĚĞƌ
Hoardings of CAA protesters

New Delhi, Agency. The Supreme Court 
Thursday refused to pass an interim order 
on the posters erected by the Uttar Pradesh 
government with personal details of those 
booked for protesting against the Citizenship 
(Amendment) Act in Lucknow. A vacation 
bench of Justices Aniruddha Bose and UU Lalit 
said Chief Justice of India S A Bobde would 
constitute a three-judge bench next week 
to examine the matter. It directed parties 
to immediately place before the Registry 
papers related to the case. During the hearing, 
the bench said the matter was of “great 
importance”, but, while there was no doubt 
the rioters should be punished, there were 
no laws to support the government’s action 
of putting up posters. During the hearing, the 
state government argued that those whose 
pictures were put up were found to be rioters 
by an adjudicating authority, and had already 
waived their right to privacy due to their 
conduct in public. “Suppose the media shows 
two persons who are wielding guns in the 
public, they can’t claim their right is infringed. 
They have waived their privacy,” Solicitor 
General Tushar Mehta, who appeared for the 
UP government, said. To this, Justice Lalit 
observed that it was different when the state 

waives one’s right to privacy. “The question 
here is whether the state had a right to blame 

individuals and put up posters with their 
faces,” he said. Justice Bose, meanwhile, said: 

“State can do everything which is empowered 
by law. Where is that right?” Tushar Mehta also 
cited a ruling of the United Kingdom Supreme 
Court on interference with privacy rights 
in Article 8 of the European Convention of 
Human Rights. Meanwhile, senior advocate 
A M Singhvi, who appeared for a former IPs ��ϐ����ǡ� ����� ���� ������ ����� ��� ����������ǯ��
actions were different from the state. “The 
state is making a putative declaration that 
though he is accused, he has done something 
against the nation,” he said, adding that “it 
increases chances of lynching”. The state 
had moved the apex court challenging a 
March 9 order by the Allahabad High Court 
directing it to remove the posters. It had 
pulled up the government, saying its action 
was an “unwarranted interference in the 
privacy of people”, a “shameless depiction” 
and that “placement of personal data of �������������������ϐ�������������������������
of powers by the Executive”. Among those 
shown in the posters were leading activists, 
including Congress leader Sadaf Jafar, Rihai 
Manch founder Mohammad Shoaib and 
Deepak Kabir, prominent Shia cleric Kalbe 
Sadiq’s son Kalbe Sibtain Noori, and retired ������ϐ������������������������������Ǥ

�  ��������������ǡ��������������
���������������������������
��������������������������
��������������ͷͶǡͻͽǡͻͶͼǡ�
��������������������������
���ϔ�������������������
��������������ͽ

PM Modi says none of his ministers 
will travel abroad in upcoming days
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ruthless killing of a BN college student 
with a knife due to mutual enmity

�����������������������������������������
����������������������������������������

�������������������������Ǥ

Bhagalpur Correspondent. 

Pir Baba of Vikramshila Colony in 
Tilakamanjhi police station of the district was 
brutally murdered by stabbing a young man 
Shubham Saket (25) due to mutual enmity. 
Shubham was a part-2 student at BN College 
and Jagdishpur police station.  K Jameen 
was the only son of Ratan Kumar Pandey 
of Phulbadiya village.  On the statement of 
mother Sangeeta Pandey, a report has been 
lodged against Vicky Singh of Vikramashila 
Colony at Tilakamanjhi police station. 
Kumar Raghuveer of Surkhikal said that at 
around eight o’clock on Wednesday night, 
he was going to Gulshan Poddar’s house on 
a bike with Holi.  Pir Baba met friend Parijat 
near the place.  Meanwhile, Vicky Singh of Vikramashila Colony came.  Shubham greeted 

Holi with a hug.  Meanwhile, Vicky got 
entangled with Shubham and attacked 
him with a knife from the waist.  People 
standing in the shop and around kept 
watching the incident but no one came ������������Ǥ��������ϐ�����������������������
incident.  Shubham was brought to the 
hospital but had already died.
On arriving at the hospital, I saw 
the son’s dead body
Mother Sangeeta Pandey has said that 
Shubham had left for friend Gulshan 
Poddar’s house in New Vikramshila on 
Wednesday evening at 5:30 pm.  Around 
8:30 pm, Kumar Raghuveer phoned and 
told that Shubham has been stabbed, 
taking him to Mayaganj.  On reaching the 
hospital, I saw that the son’s body was 
lying there.  Raghuveer informed about 
the incident.  In the report, Vicky Singh, 
son of Vinod Singh Singh, working in 
Rajtransport, has been made an accused.  
The mother alleged that the son had 
a dispute with Vicky Singh, and was 
murdered in the same enmity.  The DSP 
said that the accused will be arrested 
soon.

 Shubham was the only parent
Shubham Saket was the only son of a 
mother-father.  Earlier, the family lived in a 
rented house in Tilakamanjhi, but after the 
retirement of Ratan Pandey from Ismailpur 
block two months ago, the family started 
living in the village.  Shubham’s sister Komal 
Pandey is an engineer in Bengaluru.  Komal 
has left for Bhagalpur.
 Vicky and Paltu died in battle
Paltu Yadav and Vicky Singh of Badi ������������������������������ϐ����������������
supremacy at the Tilakamanjhi government 
stand for a year.  Both groups are attacking 
each other.  A few months ago Vicky Singh 
was attacked by Stad.  After that Vicky Singh’s 
faction attacked the Paltu Yadav faction.  A 
report was lodged in the police station of 
the incident, but the police could not take 
strict action on any faction.  Paltu Yadav is 
absconding in the case.  It is alleged that 
Shubham Saket supported absconder Paltu 
Yadav.  In any case, this incident caused panic 
in Bhagalpur city.  People are discussing 
various types and saying that more killings 
can happen in Gutwaji, such things are being 
said.

Samastipur Correspondent. 

 On the occasion of Holi, the holy festival 
of Rango and Umango, MLA Akhtarul 
Islam Shaheen visited his assembly 
constituency on the occasion of Holi and 
greeted people on the occasion of Rango 
and Umango.  The MLA also distributed 
colors, abir, pichkari, sweets, clothes 
among the needy children.  The RJD 
spokesperson said that this festival is a 
true symbol of social equality, national 
unity and unity and integrity.  District 
RJD Spokesperson Rakesh Kumar 
Thakur, Block RJD President Umesh 
Prasad Yadav alias Tuntun Yadav Ji, 
District RJD General Secretary Rakesh 
Yadav Ji, District RJD Secretary Manoj 
Kumar Rai, Yadav Army State President 
Satish Yadav, District President Atta 
Yadav, Youth Social Serviceman 
Paramanand Rai Ji  , Nandan Yadav, Ajit 
Anand, Brajesh Yadav, Himanshu Kumar, 
Mukesh Yadav, Rakesh Yadav, Sandeep 
Kumar, Mo Danish Rehman, Nikki 
Yadav etc.  On the occasion, Honorable 
MLA Akhtarul Islam Shaheen said that 
history says that Akbar and Jodha Bai 
played Holi among themselves.  Nur 

Jahan and Jahangir were also mixed 
with colors.  Why am I giving this 
example?  Because the magic of Holi 
runs on every heart.  It is the absolute 
secular festival.  Unique celebration of 
mixing man to man.  Sirmaur festival 
of our culture.  Congratulations to all of 
you on Holi.  Happy Holi to all of you.  On 
this holy holy festival of Holi, we should 
take a pledge that we will abandon evil 
and embrace good.  Will not do anything 
that others feel bad.  

We will participate in each other’s 
happiness and sorrow and develop 
the spirit of tolerance, unity and 
brotherhood in the country and society 
by spreading the message of love and 
love from door to door.  Herein lies the 
wider interest of us, society and the 
country.  The program organized by 
the local villagers at Jitwarpur Chandni 
Chowk in Samastipur Block was headed 
by RJD Block President Umesh Prasad 
Yadav alias Tuntun Yadav, Operations 
District RJD Spokesperson Rakesh 
Kumar Thakur, Swagat Sambodhan 
Yadav Army State President Satish 
Yadav and thanksgiving District RJD 
Secretary Manoj Kumar Rai  Has given

Samastipur Correspondent. 

Sensation has been spread 
in the district after the 
patient of corona virus was 
found in Sadar Hospital 
under the district.  In 
this sequence, District 
Magistrate Shashank 
Shubhankar inspected the 
Sadar Hospital and gave 
necessary instructions 
to deal with the corona 
virus.  The isolation ward 
of COVID19 at Sadar 
Hospital was inspected by ���� ��������� ��ϐ����Ǥ� �������
the inspection, stock of 
facilities available in the 
ward, testing equipment, 
masks, universal kits, 

etc. were reviewed. Dr. 
Nagamani informed the ��������� ��ϐ����� ��� ����
suspected corona virus 
cases of Mohiuddinnagar.  
At the same time, three 
suspected patients of 
Karona virus have been 
admitted to Sadar Hospital 
from Mohiuddinagar.The �����������ϐ������������������
to follow the Standard 
Operating Procedure (SOP) 
of COVID 19 seriously. 
In order to prevent the 
outbreak of Corona virus 
infection in any case, the �����������ϐ����� ����� ���� ����
doctors and concerned ��ϐ����������������Ǥ

Bhagalpur Correspondent. 

Construction of boundary wall (12,03,500) 
including gate at Ramakrishna Ashram 
Middle School Bhagalpur respectively 
(12,03,500), Ramakrishna Ashram Middle 
School in Bhagalpur, by Bhagalpur Municipal 
MLA Ajit Sharma, on Thursday from his 
fund at Ramakrishna Ashram Middle School 
in Bhagalpur Municipal Corporation area.  
Construction of the platform (5,91,300) 
and inauguration of toilet (6,99,000) at 
Ramakrishna Middle School Bhagalpur  On 
this occasion, Mr. Sharma said that whenever 
the students and principal of the school falling 
under my constituency have requested for the 
development of the school and diagnosis of 
the problem, I have executed it on a priority �����Ǥ�������������������������������������ϐ�����
time, the students of the school and the Health 
and Sanitation Minister of the Children’s 
Parliament informed about the problems of 
toilets, boundary walls etc. and I made quick 
execution of the problems of the said school as ����������������������������� ��������ϐ��������
keep doing it.  The Principal of the school 
Smt. Vibha Kumari, Health and Sanitation 
Minister of Children’s Parliament Shwetakshi 

Kumari and other dignitaries welcomed the �������������������������������ϐ�����Ǥ������
Principal of the school, Mrs. Vibha Kumari, 
thanked the MLA for the scheme constructed 
from her fund in the school premises and said 
that you have done this work for the daughters 
and members of the school, the school family 
will always remember it.  On this occasion, 
Metropolitan President cum Councilor of 
District Congress Sanjay Kumar Sinha, Ajay 
Kumar Singh, Prakash Chandra Gupta, Manish 
Kumar, Sunil Sah, Vijay Singh, Councilor 
representative of Ward 20 Gopal Sharma, 
Manoj Kumar Nirala etc. were present.

Samastipur, Correspondent. 

The Satyagraha movement continued unabated 
for 63 days on Thursday, starting January 10, 
under the banner of the Constitution Save ���ϐ����� ���������ǡ� ������� ���� ������������� ���
the demand to withdraw the non-constitutional 
citizenship law.  A large number of women and ������������Ǧϐ��������������������������������Ǥ��
On the occasion, the meeting was organized 
under the chairmanship of a three-member 
committee of Nasreen Anjum, Sajida Khatun 
and Satyanarayana Singh.  Surendra Prasad Singh 
and Mo. Meraj Alam conducted the meeting in turn.  
Mohammed Rubaid, Pappu Khan, Khalid Anwar, 
Shahid Raza, Pyare Khan, Maseer Alam Siddhaki, 
Shadman Hassan, Mo. Meraj, Naseem Abdullah, 
Masood Javed, Mo. Tanveer Alam, Ram Vinod 
Paswan, Sunil Kumar, Ganga Prasad Paswan, Mahesh 
Paswan etc.  While addressing the gathering, 
strongly criticizing the Modi government, which 
brought citizenship law on the basis of religion, 
demanded the withdrawal of the citizenship black 
law.  In his presidential address while addressing 

the gathering, Satyanarayana Singh said that the 
BJP government is selling the constitution made by 
the corporate family for a small price.  The bank is 
sinking.  Today, through the banks, the government 
is looting the hard earned money of the countrymen.  

Instead of improving the economic condition of the 
country, Modi-Shah is trying to divide the country 
into Hindu-Muslim by bringing black laws, but the 
progressive people of the country will not allow this ������������������������������ϐ�����Ǥ
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Local MLAs roamed around 
their areas and wished for Holi 
ĨĞƐƟǀĂů�ĂŶĚ�ĐĞůĞďƌĂƚĞĚ�,Žůŝ Samastipur Correspondent. 

The Chief Minister and Janata Dal-U National President 
Nitish Kumar saw happiness in the district including 
Karpoori village of his native village Samastipur 
district, after 
Ramnath Thakur, 
son of Jannayak late 
Karpoori Thakur 
was re-nominated 
by the party in 
the Rajya Sabha 
elections from Bihar.  
Is going  is.  For 
this, all the people 
have thanked the 
National President 
Chief Minister Nitish 
Kumar. After the 
party’s meeting in 
Patna today, on the instructions of Chief Minister and 
National President Nitish Kumar, the party’s state 
president Vashistha Narayan Singh announced the re-
election of the current Rajya Sabha member Ramnath 
Thakur. Here JDU MP Ramnath Thakur has expressed 
his gratitude to JDU President and Chief Minister Nitish 
Kumar on his candidate’s announcement.

ZĂŵŶĂƚŚ�ƚŚĂŶŬĞĚ�EŝƟƐŚ�ĨŽƌ�ďĞŝŶŐ�
sent back to the Rajya Sabha

Samastipur Correspondent. 

 Bihar Chief Minister Nitish Kumar expressed happiness by distributing sweets to Samastipur Gokul Kapuri Phuleshwari degree college teachers 
and expressed gratitude to the Chief Minister for sending Rajnath Thakur, son of Jannayak Kapuri Thakur, to Rajya Sabha.  Prof. Vidyasagar 
Thakur, Professor Prem Sagar Thakur, Dr. Surrender Kumar, Professor Sita Kumari, Professor Devendra Prasad, Professor Brajmohan, Professor 
P Nandkishore Singh, Dr. Shyam Thakur, Govind Thakur, etc.  Gokul Kapuri Phuleshwari Degree College teachers expressed happiness by 
distributing sweets and expressed gratitude to the Chief Minister. Prof. Vidyasagar Thakur, Professor Prem Sagar Thakur, Dr. Surrender Kumar, 
Professor Sita Kumari, Professor Devendra Prasad, Professor Brajmohan, among others.  Professor Nandkishore Singh, Dr. Shyam Thakur and 
Govind Thakur etc. were prominent.
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ED books Tahir Hussain & PFI, links 
‘laundering of money’ to riot funding

New Delhi Correspondent. 

THE Enforcement Directorate has 
booked suspended Aam Aadmi Party 
councillor Tahir Hussain, Islamist group 
Popular Front of India (PFI) and some 
others on charges of money laundering 
and alleged funding of the recent 
communal riots in Northeast Delhi. A ��������� ����� ���� ����� ϐ����� ��������
Hussain, who is facing charges of killing �������������������������ϐ����������������
riots, under the Prevention of Money 
Laundering Act (PMLA). This will be the 
second PMLA case against the PFI, after ����ϐ�����������������������������������������
against the Citizenship (Amendment) 
Act (CAA) in various parts of the country. 
There was no immediate comment from 
the PFI. Hussain is currently in Delhi 
Police’s custody, and the ED is expected 
to seek his custody to question him in 
the case. A councilor from Ward No. 59 
under the Mustafabad Assembly seat, 
he was suspended by the AAP after he ����������������������������������ϐ�����
Ankit Sharma’s murder. His brother and 
associates were subsequently arrested 
in the case. Hussain has said he had ����� �������� ����������Ǥ� ��ϐ������� �����������������	�������������ϐ��������������
Police’s Crime Branch to probe the 
alleged money laundering and routing 
of illegal funds by Hussain, the PFI and 
others to “sponsor” the communal riots, 
which claimed 53 lives and injured over 

200, and they had taken cognisance of 
the same. On Monday, a 32-year-old PFI 
member, Mohd Danish, was arrested 
by the Special Cell and was produced 
before a Delhi court which sent him to 
four-days’ police custody. The FIR was 
registered under sections of rioting and 
criminal conspiracy. A resident of East 
Delhi’s Trilokpuri, Danish is pursuing 
law from a Ghaziabad university and 
runs a mobile repair shop with his 
brother. His family claimed that he was 
picked up on fabricated charges and that 
he was home in Trilokpuri when violence 
broke out in Northeast Delhi. Earlier, the 
ED had begun a probe against the PFI for 
allegedly routing about Rs 120 crore to 
fuel anti-CAA riots in the country. About 

����Ǧ�Ǧ������ ��� ���� ��ϐ���Ǧ�������� �����
been questioned. The PFI has denied ���� �����������ǡ� ������� ���� ϐ���������
transactions were transparent. Hussain 
was arrested last week and three FIRs, 
including one of murder, was registered 
against him last week. Hussain had told 
The Indian Express that on February 
24, his house was surrounded by a mob 
and that some men forcibly climbed to 
his terrace. “I called the police and they 
got me out of there. There was a police 
presence outside our house till 4 pm on 
February 25 but then it was removed… 
I don’t know why,” he had said. Police 
denied rescuing Hussain. After he was 
arrested, a Delhi court sent Hussain to 
seven-days’ police custody.

New Delhi Correspondent. 

Delhi Police on Thursday asserted that the law-and-order 
situation in the national capital is normal now and said it 
has registered 712 FIRs and arrested over 200 accused in 
connection with last month’s violence in northeast Delhi.

At a press conference, Delhi Police PRO M S Randhawa said 
face-recognition software is being used to identify those 
involved in the riots and the incident is being probed from 
all angles. “Law-and-order situation normal in Delhi now. 
We are closely monitoring all PCR calls from northeast 
Delhi,” he said. “712 FIRs have been registered so far in 
connection with violence in northeast Delhi and over 200 
accused arrested,” Randhawa said.

Law order normal now, incident 
being probed from all angles

New Delhi Correspondent. 

Three people were killed in Faridabad on Wednesday 
night after their bike collided with a water tank near 
the Sadar Ballabgarh police station. The three victims, ������������������ʹ Ͳ�ǡ������������ϐ������������ǡ�������ǡ�
and Rahul, all of who were residents of Faridabad. 
According to police, the incident occurred between 
9.30 pm and 10 pm on Wednesday night. “We received 
information at our police station around 10 pm that a 
speeding bike collided with a stationary tanker around 
100 metres away from our police station, leading to 
the death of three boys who were riding on it,” said ���������� ��������ǡ� �������� ������ ��ϐ����� ȋ���Ȍ� ���
the Sadar Ballabgarh police station. “An FIR has been 
registered on the basis of the complaint submitted 
by relatives of the deceased, against the owner of 
the tanker, who left his vehicle standing there. The 
tanker has been seized. The postmortem of the three 
deceased will be conducted today and their bodies ������� ����� ��� ������ ��������ǡǳ� ��� ����Ǥ� ��ϐ������� �����

that the investigation so far has indicated that the 
tanker had been placed at the spot to provide water 
to labourers who were constructing a boundary wall 
around a green belt in the area.

dŚƌĞĞ�ŬŝůůĞĚ�ŝŶ�&ĂƌŝĚĂďĂĚ�ĂŌĞƌ�
bike collides with water tanker

New Delhi Correspondent. 

Pawan Kumar Gupta, one of the four 
death row convicts in the December 
2012 gangrape and murder case, moved 
a Delhi court Wednesday seeking 
registration of an FIR against two police 
constables for allegedly physically 
assaulting him when he was lodged at 
Mandoli Central Jail in East Delhi last 
year. The court of Chief Metropolitan ����������ǡ� �����������ǡ� ���� ϐ�����
Pawan’s complaint for hearing on 
Thursday at 2 pm, said A P Singh, the 
convict’s lawyer. In his application, 
Pawan prayed that the Station House ��ϐ����� ��� ������ ������ ������� ��������
be directed to register the FIR against 
constable Anil Kumar and another ��������ϐ���� ������� ���������Ǥ� ����
complaint said that since Pawan is to 
be hanged soon, it is necessary to allow him to 
appear as a witness in the case to identify both the 

policemen. The criminal complaint alleged Pawan 
was beaten on his head and body by a constable ���������������ϐ������ϐ������������ǲ�����ǳ��������

26 last year. On July 
28, the same police ��ϐ������ ����������
assaulted Pawan again 
with “lathi, danda, and ϐ���Ǧ�������������������
body”. It further said he 
was treated at Guru Teg 
Bahadur government 
hospital in Shahdara for 
his alleged head injury 
. On March 5, a Delhi 
court presided over 
by Additional Sessions 
Judge Dharmendra 
Rana had issued fresh 
black warrants for the 
execution of the four 
death row convicts — 
Mukesh Kumar Singh 
(32), Pawan Kumar 

Gupta (25), Vinay Sharma (26) and Akshay Kumar 
Singh (31) — on March 20 at 5.30 am.

December sixteen rape convict alleges 
assault, seeks FIR against 2 cops

ϮϯͲǇĞĂƌͲŽůĚ�ĂƌƌĞƐƚĞĚ�ŝŶ�ĐŽŶŶĞĐƟŽŶ�ǁŝƚŚ�/��ƐƚĂīĞƌ͛Ɛ�ŬŝůůŝŶŐ
New Delhi, Correspondent. 

A 23-year-old man has been arrested by 
the Delhi Police in connection with the 
murder of Intelligence Bureau (IB) staffer 
Ankit Sharma, who was killed during the 
northeast Delhi riots in Khajuri Khas. 
Sharma’s body was found in a drain in 
northeast Delhi on February 26, a day after 
he went missing. Police sources said the ���� ���� ����� ������ϐ���� ���������� ������
Salman, a resident of Nand Nagri. “The 
arrest was made by the special cell after ����� ��������� ����� �����ϐ��� ������������
and technical evidence against Haseen, 
who was earlier arrested in several cases 
of robbery,” police sources said. Police 
are conducting raids to nab his four 
associates. Last week, police had arrested 
AAP’s suspended municipal councilor 
Tahir Hussain in connection with the 
riots. Hussain has also been named in 
the FIR registered in connection with 
Ankit Sharma’s killing. In his complaint, 
Ankit’s father has alleged that Hussain 
had “assembled goons” at his residence, ���� ���������� ϐ������ ����� ���� ���������
petrol bombs from the rooftop. A day �����ǡ������������������ϐ��������	�����������
Hussain on charges of murder, destruction 
of evidence and abduction. “On February 
25, Ankit came back home but left around 
5 pm to buy groceries. When he did not 
return, we started looking for him at 
different police stations and hospitals. 

���������ǯ�� ϐ������������ ϐ���������������
report. Later, a neighbour told me that 
he saw Ankit with a friend. We went to 
his place and asked about Ankit. He told 
us that there were rumours that a man 
was beaten to death near Chand Bagh 
bridge and his body was dumped in a 
drain,” Ankit’s father had said. After the 

family informed police, local divers were ������������ϐ������������Ǥ�����������������
in the complaint that there were multiple 
stab wounds on his son’s body, as well 
as burn injuries. “I believe Tahir’s goons �������������������ϐ���������������������Ǥ�
Later, they dumped the body in a drain,” 
alleged the father in the police complaint. 

Hussain has claimed that he was nowhere 
near the area where Sharma was killed 
and has individuals who can testify the 
same. The communal violence in northeast 
Delhi last month has left 53 dead and over 
200 injured and several displaced as the 
carnage ravaged areas of Jafrabad, Shiv 
Vihar, Brijpuri and Mustafabad.

New Delhi Correspondent. 

The Congress party on Wednesday 
appointed new chiefs for its 
Karnataka and Delhi units. While 
senior leader DK Shivakumar was 
appointed as its Karnataka unit 
chief, former MLA Anil Chaudhary 
was appointed to lead the Delhi state 
unit. Shivakumar, who is known as 
Congress’ chief troubleshooter in 
crisis situations, replaces Dinesh 
Gundu Rao while Chaudhary 
took charge of the Delhi unit after 
Subhash Chopra resigned in February 
following the party’s debacle in the 
Delhi Assembly polls. In Karnataka, 
the appointment of Shivakumar, a 
seven-time legislator, comes three 
months after state president Dinesh Gundu Rao resigned from the post, citing Congress’ 
performance in the Karnataka bypolls, where the party managed to win only two out 
of 15 seats. Eashwar Khandre, Satish Jharkiholi and Saleem Ahammed have also been 
named working presidents of the Karnataka state unit by Congress chief Sonia Gandhi, a 
party statement said. Former chief minister Siddaramaiah will continue to be the Chief of 
Legislative Party and the Leader of Opposition in the Karnataka Assembly. Congress has 
also appointed Abhishek Dutt, Shivani Chopra, Jaikishan, Mudit Agarwal and Ali Hassan 
as vice-presidents of the Delhi Pradesh Congress Committee.

Congress appoints DK Shivakumar as Karnataka 
chief; Anil Chaudhary to head Delhi unit

�������������������������������ǡ 
��������������������ͶͷͶ�������

New Delhi Correspondent. 

The Aam Aadmi Party government in Delhi is likely to pass 
a resolution for the National Population Register (NPR) to 
be carried out as per the 2010 format, during a day-long 
special session of the Assembly on March 13 convened to 
discuss the NPR, National Register of Citizens (NRC) and the 
coronavirus situation in the Capital. The Cabinet, chaired by 
Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal, took the decision to convene 
the special session on Wednesday. The house listing phase 
of Census 2021, which is to be accompanied by the NPR 
exercise, is scheduled to begin in areas falling under the 
New Delhi Municipal Council (NDMC) on April 1. It is not 
immediately clear how a Delhi government stance against 
the NPR will impact the updation exercise in the NDMC 
areas, which house a large number of VVIPs, including the 
President and Prime Minister. The NDMC comes under 
the Union government. So far, West Bengal, Kerala, Bihar 
and Madhya Pradesh have made public appeals to halt the 
updation of the NPR, while several Assemblies have passed 
resolutions against the NRC. 

The Bihar resolution demands that the NPR exercises 
be carried out in accordance with the 2010 format. During 
the Assembly polls campaign, Kejriwal had repeatedly 
questioned the need for the NRC and Citizenship 
(Amendment) Act, citing the economic downturn, while also 
terming amendments in the citizenship law as “divisive”. The 
AAP had also voted against the Citizenship (Amendment) 
Bill in both Houses of Parliament. However, Kejriwal had 
dismissed the need to pass any resolution, saying it would 
achieve little. The AAP supremo has also stayed away from 
the anti-CAA/NRC/NPR protests in the Capital, including at 
Shaheen Bagh. Sources said the Delhi government is likely to 
table the NPR move in the form of a government resolution, 
which ideally should be sent to the Assembly Secretary at 
least seven days in advance. However, under Rule 90, the 
Speaker can allow shorter notice periods. According to Rule 
92 of the Delhi Assembly, a resolution may be in the form of 
a declaration or in the form of recording “either approval or 
disapproval by the House of an act or policy of Government 
or convey a message or command, urge or request an action, 
or call attention to a matter or situation for consideration by 

Government or in such form as the Speaker may consider �����������ǳǤ� ���� ���ǡ� ����� ���� ������ ���� ϐ����� ����������
in 2010 and updated in 2015, is a list of “usual residents 
of the country”. According to the Home Ministry, a “usual 
resident of the country” is one who has been residing in a 
local area for at least last six months or intends to stay in a 
particular location for the next six months. In the 2018-19 
Annual Report of the Home Ministry, the NPR was described �������ϐ������������������������������������������������������
NRC. Union Minister of State (Home) Kiren Rijiu had also 
made a similar assertion in the Rajya Sabha in 2014, while 
Union Home Minister Amit Shah had indicated the same in ����������Ǥ� �� ������ ����������� ��ϐ������ ����� ���� ���������
exercise is set to begin on April 1 in NDMC areas and 
subsequently, during the school summer holidays, the rest of 
the city will be covered. Authorities had followed the same ��������������������������������������ǡ�������ϐ�����������Ǥ

New Delhi Correspondent. 

A day after the Congress suffered a jolt with senior 
leader Jyotiraditya Scindia leaving the party, which 
raised questions on the central leadership’s ability to ����� ������� ���������� ���� ����� ���� ϐ����� ��������ǡ� ����
party Wednesday moved fast to set its house in order in 
Delhi. The party selected AICC secretary Anil Chaudhary �������������������������������������ϐ��������Ǧ�����������
— Abhishek Dutt, Jaikishan, Mudit Agarwal, Ali Hassan, 
and Shivani Chopra. While Mudit is the son of former Delhi Congress chief J P Agarwal, Chopra is the daughter of former 
DPCC president Subhash Chopra. Hoping for a complete revamp, the party this time has given a chance to young leaders. In 
Delhi, the Congress had received 9.65% of the votes in 2015, which went up to 22.43% in the Lok Sabha elections in 2019; it �������������������ϐ��������������������������������Ǥ��������ǡ���������Ǧ�������������������ͶǤʹΨ��������������������������Ǥ�
As many as 63 of its 66 candidates lost their deposits (each got less than a sixth of the votes polled), and Delhi Congress 
chief Subhash Chopra submitted his resignation to the leadership on February 11.

�ĞůŚŝ��ŽŶŐƌĞƐƐ�ŐĞƚƐ�ŶĞǁ�ĐŚŝĞĨ͕��ũĂǇ�DĂŬĞŶ�ƐĂǇƐ�͚ĂĐĐĞƉƚ�ďůŝŶĚůǇ͛
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The Uttar Pradesh government’s recent move to 
put up hoardings and banners with photographs 
and personal data of the citizens who had protested 
against the new citizenship law compromised 
their privacy and reeked of vindictiveness. It 
imperiled the safety of protesters, who have been ����ϐ���� ��� ���� �������������� ��� ���� �����������
as “anti-national”. Hence, it is reassuring that the 
Allahabad High Court took suo motu cognisance 
and called the government’s move illegal. The 
government has decided to challenge the order 
of the two-member bench of the HC, led by Chief 
Justice Govind Mathur, in the Supreme Court. 
The insistence of the Adityanath administration 
in persisting with its unlawful move underlines 
its intolerance of protest and dissent. The new 
citizenship act (CAA) has been contested by 
large sections of the citizenry on the legitimate 
ground that it discriminates against the Muslim 
minority. Protests have been organised across 
the country against the CAA and the proposed 
National Register of Citizens. Many non-BJP 
governments have responded positively to these 
mostly peaceful mobilisations, which invoke the ���������������������������������������������ϐ����
and anthem. In contrast, the UP government has 
been visibly and viciously hostile to the anti-
CAA protests. The state saw large-scale violence 
last December and a brutal police crackdown 
in which at least 18 people died and hundreds 
of people were arrested on charges ranging 
from inciting violence and arson to sedition. 
Many were released on bail since the police 
could not produce the evidence in court to 
corroborate its claims. The administration has 
been indiscriminately issuing notices to persons 
suspected of vandalism during the anti-CAA 
protests and seeking compensation for the loss 
of public property. It is in this toxic environment 
that the government has sought to publicly name 
and shame the dissenters  among the 50-plus 
persons highlighted in hoardings are retired ���� ��ϐ����� �� �� ��������ǡ� ������ ������� ���������
Mohammed Shoaib, and theatre personality 
Deepak Kabir. In a state that has witnessed 
public lynchings and where the police is accused 
of violating due process by encounters, the 
government’s act of branding people in this 
manner is fraught with danger. As the Allahabad ��� ����ǡ� ���� �������� ǲ��ϐ������ �����������
exercise of powers by the Executive”, “is nothing 
but an unwarranted interference in privacy of 
people”, and, hence, “in violation of Article 21 of 
the Constitution”. The government must listen to 
the HC’s censure and retrace its steps..
 -Vijay Kumar

�������������������������������ϐ�������������������������������
positive or healthy emotions. Negative emotions are surfacing 
to the point that they cannot be ignored. Many students 
suppress their emotions as opening up would make them 
even more vulnerable. Unfortunately, in our society, the 
importance given to mental well-being is nowhere close to that 
given to physical well-being. Committing to a healing process 
can seem daunting and hopeless. Having worked as a clinical 
psychologist at the Student Wellness Centre (SWC) with IIT 
Bombay for over three decades, I have witnessed massive 
changes in the socio-cultural environment, academic choices 
and pressures, belief systems, and the impact of technology 
on students; as well as the perception and reactions by �������Ǥ� ��� �����ǡ� ������ ����� ����� ������ ���� ���ϐ������
changes. Coaching for competitive exams prepares one for 
academia and not necessarily emotional stability. Sometimes, 
managing this along with academics becomes too much to 
handle. We have heard of several cases of young people taking 
extreme, unfortunate steps. Parents, too, in such cases, get 
confused and are unable to help much. They get apprehensive 
about the well-being of their children. Of late at the SWC, we 
have seen many students crumbling under pressure due to 
multiple reasons: Bottled-up pressure to clear the JEE, which 
is imposed on the aspirant from every quarter; and, once 
past that hurdle, contending with the reality that clearing the 
JEE is not the end but only a beginning that leads to further 
pressure to perform. Going through ongoing evaluations, 
a student may realise that he/she would be better off on a 
different career path. This realisation may evoke more guilt, 
lead to avoiding parents, seclusion and social anxiety, to name 
a few things. Life keeps challenging us at every moment, but ����������������������������������������������Ǥ�����ϐ����������
is to acknowledge and understand the pressing concerns. 
The subsequent approach is to create a judgement-free space 
for conversations for the students. Being empathetic is the 
key. Far from being passive recipients of such help, students 
must understand that avoiding problems isn’t an option. 
Maintaining self-control and regulating habits, and not hiding 
things from your parents and friends, will help address 
some concerns. Do not hesitate to seek help. Students often 
ask: Will my parents understand this? Here, parents need to 
introspect. A peculiar pattern has been observed that needs 
urgent attention the complacent attitude of parents who may 
think their role is only restricted to the competitive exam 
phase. But can you see your children as more than intellectual 
achievers? Undoubtedly, their well-being is more import than 
any salary “package”. If your child reaches out to you, or the 
institute or college contacts you on their behalf, please listen 
without judging. Denial of legitimate concerns will invariably 
cause your child to feel invalidated. Seek appropriate help and 
follow through. These days, most institutes of higher learning 
have a strong and proactive support structure for students. 
Practically all of the IITs have established student wellness 
or counselling centres. It remains for the students and their 
primary caretakers to reach out, take an active part in these 
efforts, and accept their share of responsibility.

Abuse of power

Don’t Bottle It Up

�ŽƌŽŶĂǀŝƌƵƐ�ŽƵƚďƌĞĂŬ�ŚŝŐŚůŝŐŚƚƐ��ŚŝŶĂ͛Ɛ�
ĚŽŵŝŶĂŶĐĞ�ŽǀĞƌ�ƉŚĂƌŵĂĐĞƵƟĐĂů�ŝŶĚƵƐƚƌǇ

C. Raja Mohan 

As the coronavirus spreads far and wide, the 
global dependence on China for drugs and 
medical supplies has come into sharp focus. 
In both the US and Europe, the shortage of 
essential drugs to treat the victims of the 
virus is strengthening the arguments for 
restoring some domestic production of 
pharmaceuticals. Although the slowdown 
in Chinese manufacturing has disrupted the 
supply chains of many goods, the impact on 
the drug industry has helped highlight the 
national security implications of China’s 
dominance over the pharmaceutical 
industry. In recent decades, active state 
support from Beijing and Western drug 
companies eager to shift production to 
cheaper destinations has facilitated China’s 
emergence as the most important global 
source for pharmaceutical products and 
medical devices. America and Europe are 
said to import nearly 80 per cent of their 
antibiotics from China. India is also an 
important supplier of generic drugs to the 
Western world, but it is itself dependent on 
massive imports of active pharmaceutical 
ingredients (APIs) from China.

 The reduction in supplies from 
China after the virus breakout has been 
accentuated by the recent decision of 
Government of India to limit the export of 
common drugs like paracetamol. Well before 
the current crisis, there had been warnings 
in the US about the national security risks 
from the massive reliance on external 
sources for basic medicines. Late last year, 
the US-China Security Review Commission, 
established by the US Congress, pointed 
to the prospects of China weaponising its 
dominance over pharmaceutical production 
and its massive consequences for healthcare 
in the US. The report also pointed out 
that the Chinese government promotes 
and protects the nation’s pharmaceutical 
companies to the disadvantage of foreign 
competitors and that leaves other nations 
little leverage with China. While the current 
international focus is on the supply chains 
in the pharmaceutical sector, there has 
been growing recognition of the need to 
limit the expansive exposure to China in 
many different sectors. US President Donald 
Trump’s trade war against China is premised 
on the conviction that his predecessors had 
let Beijing hollow out America’s industrial ����� ��� ���� ����� ��� ��������� ��ϐ�������Ǥ�
Trump’s case for bringing manufacturing 
back to the America — by challenging the 
traditional framework of international 
trade — was not just economic. It also had 
a strong national security argument — that 
the US cannot rely on China for servicing 
its national security needs in a range of 
sectors from digital components and drugs. 
Supporters of economic globalisation had 
countered these arguments by saying that 
tight interdependence will reduce the 
incentives for taking unilateral advantage 
by nations. But critics have pointed to the 
fact that China was turning its role as the 
“world’s factory” into a powerful leverage. 
The Chinese decision to stop rare earth 
exports to Japan during 2010 in relation to 
a minor political dispute had led many to �����������ϐ����Ǥ�����������ǡ������ǯ����������
political assertiveness and challenge to 
Western dominance in critical areas have 

strengthened the case in the West to regard 
China as challenge if not an outright threat. 
As the bipartisan political consensus in 
the US and Europe in favour of a strong 
economic partnership with China began 
to break down in recent years, the case for 
de-coupling has gained much traction. The 
history of statecraft suggests that it was 
quite common for states to use economic 
leverage for strategic gains. This involved 
seeking monopoly of strategic commodities 
and denying the opponent access to 
critical resources. Access to food, fuel and 
other strategic materials acquired special 
importance for warfare in the industrial age. 
Through the Cold War, both America and 
Russia sought to corner strategic resources 
around the world. They also adopted 
policies for stockpiling special materials for ���� ������� ���ϐ�����Ǥ� ����������� �� ����������
petroleum reserve, for example, was a major 
priority for the US during the Cold War. The 
importance of hoarding resources at home 
and denying it to one’s adversaries seemed 
to diminish amidst great power harmony ��������������������������� ����� ϐ����������
after the Soviet Union collapsed. The erosion 
of that moment in the last few years has set 
up new tensions between the competing 
imperatives on Western governments. 
While the logic of security compels the state 
to limit strategic economic exposure, the 
logic of capital demands policies that reduce 
costs of production and increase the margins ������ϐ��Ǥ������������������������������������
of the recent Western debates on the China 
question. In the US, Wall Street as well as 

Silicon Valley have been great champions ��� ��������� ��ϐ�������ǡ� �����������
globalisation, and deeper integration with 
China. But the political leadership is divided. 
Trump’s supporters, for example, call for 
reorganising the economic relationship with 
China and restoring the domestic industrial 
base. The front-runner in the race for the 
Democratic Party’s presidential nomination, 
former Vice President Joe Biden, has 
dismissed the China threat and questioned 
the wisdom of Trump’s trade war.

The uneven dispersal of strategic 
resources and differences in the levels of 
development mean there will always be a �����ϐ����������������������������������������
of critical goods across borders. While ��������� ǲ����Ǧ���ϐ�������ǳ� ��� �����������
to achieve, the political pressures to 
move away from the current orthodoxies 
of uninhibited economic globalisation, 
especially in the strategic sectors, have 
begun to mount in the Western world. In the 
health sector, meanwhile, large continental 
entities like the US, Europe and India are 
likely insure against over-reliance on a 
single source for life-saving drugs. They ��������������ϐ�������������������������������
chains, expand domestic production and 
explore coordination among like-minded �������Ǥ� ����� �������� ϐ����� ��������� ��� ����
print edition on March 10, 2020 under the 
title ‘Medicines and frontiers’. The writer 
is director, Institute of South Asian Studies, 
National University of Singapore and 
contributing editor on international affairs 
for The Indian Express.

Anil Dharker

It’s now been eight months since Rahul 
Gandhi’s resignation as Congress 
president. In the long and eventful months 
since then, supine Congressmen (also 
known as “loyalists”) have done nothing 
but wait for Rahul to change his mind. 
If nothing else, what happened with 
Jyotiraditya Scindia should wake them 
up. Not only did the party lose one of its 
prominent young leaders, it could lose 
the state of Madhya Pradesh. The writing 
should have really been on the wall in bold 
letters after the Delhi elections  where the 
Congress not only got zero seats, but 63 of 
its 66 candidates lost their deposits and 
the party’s vote share was a mere 4.26 
per cent. But for the Congress’ so-called 
High Command, it was business as usual, 
which is party-speak for doing nothing at 
all. The recent violence in Northeast Delhi, 
where 53 people, mostly Muslims, were 
shot, burnt or bludgeoned to death were 
killings waiting to happen: The sectarian 
divisiveness propagated by Hindutva 
forces had to explode somewhere; it just 
happened to be Delhi. Tomorrow, it could 
be elsewhere. 

The lawlessness of the UP government 
of Ajay Singh Bisht, the open expressions 
of hate in the name of religion all over 
the country, the venom spewed daily by 
BJP spokesmen and leaders, all keep the 
communal pot boiling: When sane voices 
express dissent at such poison, they are 
branded anti-nationals and told to go to 
Pakistan. As a result, India’s delicate social 
fabric is being torn, and its international 
image has taken a beating. It doesn’t help 
that our important institutions have been 
compromised, and the highest courts in 
the land have become timid. It is, therefore, 
important for the Congress to rejuvenate 
itself, not just for its own sake but for the 
sake of the nation: Despite its depleted 
numbers, the Congress remains the only 
national party other than the BJP. It is 
instructive to look at the results of state 
elections from December 2018. The BJP ��������������ϐ����������ǣ���������������ǡ�
Rajasthan, Chhattisgarh, Maharashtra and 
Jharkhand. It was routed by the AAP in Delhi 

recently, while in Haryana it just scraped 
through to form a coalition government. 
If this is happening despite a moribund 
Congress, how much more could a revived 
Congress achieve? What Narendra Modi 
has managed to accomplish is to solidify 
in the voter’s mind the “TINA factor”. Even 
those who were disenchanted with the 
party’s dismal governance record from 
2014 to 2019, invoked this: “There is no 
alternative”, they said. No objective person 
can doubt Rahul Gandhi’s earnestness and 
his essential goodness. But he has never 
come across as a strong alternative to 
Modi. It’s heartening, therefore, that many 

������������ ����� ��ϐ���� ���� ǲ��������ǳ�
culture and have called for a new leadership 
to take over. There are, predictably, some 
who seek Sonia Gandhi’s continuance as 
president, although it’s clear that the party 
needs a new, dynamic leadership. Sonia 
Gandhi saved the party when it was in dire 
straits, and led it to two election victories, 
but even the best leaders cannot go on 
forever. Perhaps, out of respect for her, 
they should invent a new title — President 
Emeritus. There’s also talk of Priyanka 
Gandhi. This is downright absurd: It not 
only gives the BJP the opportunity to 
continue its “dynasty” attack, but it also 

ignores the sentiment of meritocracy 
which is now driving young India. Here 
Priyanka fails miserably: In UP, where she 
has been in charge, the Congress vote share 
was 6.3 per cent, even below that of the 
BSP and Samajwadi Party, and where the 
Congress now has just one MP! Scindia’s 
defection is no doubt unprincipled and 
self-serving, but it is said that he couldn’t 
get an “audience” with Rahul Gandhi for 
almost a year. A prominent Congressman, 
supposedly close to the party’s leader, can’t 
even get to see him! After the Congress 
defeat in the 2014 general election, the 
party has been abandoned by three former 
chief ministers, six state party presidents, 
seven former Union ministers and many 
other prominent members. Some of these 
were undoubtedly due to opportunism, but 
much has to do with the High Command’s 
apathy and imperiousness. 

It’s time to recognise that there are far 
better Congressmen outside the Gandhi ����������� ������ ϐ���� ���� ����� ��� ���������
president. There’s Shashi Tharoor 
who has gone beyond his international 
experience at the UN to become a highly 
effective MP from Thiruvananthapuram 
since 2009; Mallikarjun Kharge, leader 
of the Congress in the last Lok Sabha and 
a former minister; Captain Amarinder 
Singh, the CM of Punjab, Sachin Pilot, who 
has shown his mettle in Rajasthan. Who 
knows, given the chance, which of them 
may emerge as the leader? A precondition 
for that, though, is a scrupulously fair and 
well-conducted secret ballot involving all 
the members of the AICC in which they 
will vote to elect members of the Congress 
Working Committee (CWC) and the 
Congress president. It’s quite an anomaly 
that a political party, which is such a strong 
advocate for democracy, doesn’t practice 
it internally. Whoever emerges from 
these elections as the Congress president 
will have to work towards a national 
agenda which unites opposition parties. 
The new leader will, therefore, have to ��� �� ���������� �������Ǥ� ���� ϐ����ǡ� ���� �����
leader emerge, and as soon as possible. 
Otherwise, the Congress will just be a sad, 
distant memory.
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differences in the levels 
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to move away from the 
current orthodoxies of 
uninhibited economic 

globalisation, especially 
in the strategic sectors, 
have begun to mount in 

the Western world. 
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New York, Agency. President Donald 
Trump has announced he is suspending 
all travel from Europe, excluding the UK, 
to the US for the next 30 days to stop 
the spread of the novel coronavirus that 
has claimed 37 lives and infected 1,300 
in the country. In a televised address to ���������������������������ϐ�����������
White House, Trump said the new rule 
will be coming into effect from Friday 
midnight. There will be exemptions for 
Americans returning to the US after 
undergoing multiple screenings, he said. 
The president said the European Union 
has “failed to take the same precautions” 
as his administration had implemented 
to contain the coronavirus outbreak. 
Trump said he is monitoring the situation 
in China and South Korea and asked 
citizens to suspend all essential travels. He 
urged them to adopt best hygiene, wash 
their hands and stay away from large 
gatherings to reduce the chance of spread �������������������Ǥ�ǲ��������������ϐ���������
crisis. This is just a temporary moment 
in time that we will overcome as a nation 
and a world,” Trump said, adding that 
“we are marshalling the full power of the 
federal government and the private sector 
to protect the American.

Coronavirus outbreak: Donald 
Trump suspends travel from some 
parts of Europe to US for 30 days

&ŝǀĞ�ƚĂŬĞĂǁĂǇƐ�ĨƌŽŵ�dƵĞƐĚĂǇ͛Ɛ�ĚĞŵŽĐƌĂƟĐ�ƉƌŝŵĂƌŝĞƐ
New York, Agency. 

Four years ago, the Missouri Democratic 
primary was one of the closest in the nation 
in the grinding and protracted campaign 
between Sen. Bernie Sanders and Hillary 
Clinton. On Tuesday, the state was called just 
moments after the polls had closed in favor 
of former Vice President Joe Biden. The early 
call represented the beginning of the second 
straight week of Biden victories. This week’s 
were so thorough that Sanders opted against 
even delivering a televised address to the 
nation. There’s no sugarcoating it,” Rep. 
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez of New York, a top 
Sanders surrogate, said in a livestream on her 
Instagram page. “Tonight’s a tough night.” If 
Super Tuesday boiled down the primary 
to a two-man contest, then its smaller 
sequel made it plain that the race is now 
Biden’s to lose. The results demonstrated 
the breadth of Biden’s sudden and enviable 
political coalition of black voters, women, 
older voters and white voters with college 
degrees. In Michigan, the biggest prize of 
the night and a state that Sanders carried 
four years ago, Biden was winning in urban 
areas, suburban areas and rural areas. 
Sanders was on pace to win zero counties 
in Missouri and Mississippi. He lost Idaho, 
where he won in 2016. And Washington 
state, seemingly favorable terrain for 
Sanders, was too close to call. Only three 
weeks ago, after a landslide loss in Nevada, 

Biden was struggling and Sanders was 
ascendant. The race has inverted entirely 
since then. A string of Biden victories across 
the Midwest and the South showcased 
the power of Biden’s political coalition, ���������ϐ����������������������������������
winning over white voters in the suburbs 
and rural areas that four years ago made 
the primary between Sanders and Clinton 

so competitive. In Michigan, where Sanders 
had focused much of his attention in the last 
week, he was leading in none of the state’s 
83 counties as of early Wednesday and 
trailing Biden by double digits statewide. In 
Missouri, Sanders was also trailing in every 
single county in a state where he won dozens 
of counties in 2016. And in Mississippi, 
Sanders was getting thrashed, with Biden 

topping 80% of the vote. The margin of 
black support for Biden over Sanders in 
Mississippi was breathtaking: 87% to 11%, 
according to the exit poll. The calendar does �������������ϐ����������������������������������
next two weeks. Three of the four states that 
vote next week have sizable black voting 
populations: Illinois (a 28% black electorate 
in the 2016 primary, according to the exit 
poll), Ohio (20%) and Florida (27%). Given 
Sanders’ struggles in Michigan on Tuesday, �������������������������������������ϐ��������
better in nearby Ohio and Illinois. Then 
the next week comes Georgia, where black 
voters made up half of the Democratic 
electorate four years ago. But it was hardly 
just black voters lifting Biden. In Missouri, 
for instance, the story was about white 
voters who sided with Sanders in 2016 but 
backed Biden in 2020. Exit polls showed 
that Sanders led Clinton by 9 percentage 
points among white voters there; Biden was 
up by 12 points this year. The wave of new 
and younger voters that Sanders has banked 
much of his candidacy on simply has not 
shown up. The results were especially stark 
in Missouri. There, voters younger than 
45 years old were 41% of the electorate in 
2016; those same voters accounted for only 
32% of the electorate in 2020. The biggest 
jump, in terms of share of the electorate, 
came among Biden’s strongest group: those 
65 or older, who were 31% of the electorate, 
up from only 22% four years ago.

Travel ban, question mark over IPL: How 
countries are tackling the coronavirus outbreak

New Delhi, Agency. 

As the death toll due COVID-19 nears 
4,300, with over 119,100 infected in 
at least 114 countries, the epicentre 
of the outbreak has now shifted to 
Europe from China, with Italy alone 
recording 827 deaths so far. The 
World Health Organization (WHO) 
has declared the outbreak a pandemic, 
pointing to the “alarming levels of 
spread and severity”. To contain 
the outbreak, many countries have 
banned travellers. Global markets are 
also facing the brunt of the outbreak 
and are in the red, underlining the 
economic damage of the coronavirus. 
Dow Jones dropped 1,600 points, 
or 6.4 per cent while Euro Stoxx 50 
futures fell over 5 per cent to its lowest 
level since 2016. Japan’s Nikkei lost 
3.3 per cent; Australia’s benchmark 
fell 3.7 per cent and South Korea’s 
Kospi crumbled to a four-year low of 
2.7 per cent. In India, the BSE Sensex 
opened 4.65 per cent lower, falling as 
much as 1,800 points to 34,038.47. 
The broader Nifty was trading nearly 
500 points lower at 9,964.15, 4.73 per 
cent fall. Here is the latest global news 
on the coronavirus outbreak, and 
measures taken to tackle its spread. 
You can also follow our live blog on 
COVID-19 for the latest news. With 
the exception of the United Kingdom, 
travellers from across Europe have 
been barred from entering the US 
for a period of 30 days. President 
Donald Trump Wednesday said the 
new rule would come into effect from 
Friday midnight. Americans in Europe 
would be allowed the return after 
being subject to multiple screenings, 
he added. The measure has been 
taken as the European Union has 
“failed to take the same precautions” 
as his administration regarding 
the outbreak of coronavirus. “This ��� ���� �� ϐ��������� ������Ǥ� ����� ��� �����
a temporary moment in time that 
we will overcome as a nation and a 
world,” Trump said, adding that “(the 
US) is marshalling the full power 
of the federal government and the 
private sector to protect the American 
people.” “We have the best economy, 
the most advanced healthcare, and 
the most talented doctors, scientists, 
and researchers anywhere in the 
world,” Trump added.  There are more 
than 1,000 people infected by the 
virus in the US, including, now, Tom 
Hands and his wife Rita Wilson. There 
were 24 new cases of coronavirus 
in China, where over 81,000 people 
are already infected and more than 
3,000 people have died. Of the fresh 

�����ǡ� ϐ���� �������� ����� ������ ����
one from the US. This poses a new 
challenge for the country: keeping 
the virus from re-entering from 
abroad. Beijing’s city government has 
announced that all overseas travellers 
will be quarantined for 14 days on 
arrival. ‘Europe is the new China’: The 
epicentre of coronavirus has shifted 
Europe has emerged the epicentre 
of the coronavirus outbreak, after 
cases in China slowed. Italy, which is 
worst-hit, has recorded 827 deaths 
and 12,462 infections. Several parts 
of the country are in lockdown, with 
restrictions imposed on some 62 
million people. The government has 
announced a $28 billion package 
to tackle the virus. “If you want to 
be blunt, Europe is the new China,” ���������������ϐ����ǡ� ������������ ����
US Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention. Several other countries ��� ������� ����� ��������� ������ ϐ�����
deaths due to coronavirus, including 
Sweden, Ireland, Belgium, Bulgaria 
and Albania. Spain now has more 
than 2,000 cases. In pictures | From 
Iraq to Rome: Cities deserted and 
airports empty amid coronavirus 
outbreak In other news, Britain has 
announced a $39 billion package to 
combat coronavirus. The Bank of 
England earlier this week slashed its 
key interest rate by half a percentage 
point to 0.25%. In Germany, where 
there are 83 million people, German 
Chancellor Angela Merkel claims up to 

70 per cent could test positive for the 
coronavirus. Till now, there are some 
1,300 cases. Iran, also badly affected 
by coronavirus, has nearly 10,000 
cases, including Vice President Eshaq 
Jahangiri. Iran’s ministers for cultural 
heritage, handcrafts and tourism, 
and for industry, mines and business 
have also infected. Over 350 people 
have died in the country. Meanwhile, 
Kuwait has shut down its country for 
two-weeks due to the spread of the 
disease. Saudi Arabia has reported 24 
cases, Qatar has 262 cases The NBA 
has suspended its season until further 
notice after a Utah Jazz player tested 
positive for the virus. In a statement, 
it said it would use the hiatus to 
determine the next steps for moving 
forward in regard to the coronavirus 
pandemic. In India, there is a question 
mark over the Indian Premier League 
(IPL), scheduled to begin on March 
29 and the India Badminton Open 
championship. India’s one-day 
international matches against South 
Africa, with the opening game to be 
played in Dharamsala on Thursday, 
are likely to be played behind closed 
doors. In India, the government 
has taken an unprecedented 
decision to suspend all visas  except ����������ǡ���ϐ�����ǡ���Ȁ���������������
organisations, employment, project 
visas  till April 15. Visa free travel 
facility granted to OCI (Overseas 
Citizenship of India) card holders is 
also kept in abeyance.

Washington, Agency. 

China had eight new coronavirus infections ��� ������ ��������ǡ� ���� ϐ����� ����� ����
epicentre of the epidemic recorded a daily 
tally in single-digits, as more businesses 
reopened with local authorities cautiously 
easing strict containment measures. The 
capital of Hubei, Wuhan, reported all of 
the new cases on Wednesday, the National 
Health Commission said on Thursday. 
The domestic spread of the disease has 
slowed markedly in the past seven days, a 
result of weeks of strict measures imposed 
to control the movement of people and ����ϐ��ǡ� ���������� ���� �������� ��������� ���
Wuhan, a city of 11 million people. Outside 
of Hubei, mainland China had seven 
new cases, including six cases imported 
from abroad. Of the six imported cases, 
Guangdong province accounted for three, while Gansu province and Henan province ��������������������������������ǡ�������������Ǥ��������ǡ�����ͳͷ��������ϐ���������������
mainland China on Wednesday was a drop from 24 cases a day earlier.That brings the �������������������ϐ������������������������������������������ͺͲǡͻ͵Ǥ��������������ǡ�
62,793 people have recovered and been discharged from hospital, or nearly 80% of 
the overall infections. As of the end of Wednesday, the death toll in mainland China had 
reached 3,169, up by 11 from the previous day. Hubei accounted for 10 of the new deaths, 
including seven in Wuhan. 

Beijing, Agency. 

Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte will be tested for �������������������������������ϐ������� � ���������� ������������������������������ϐ�������������������������������������������
as infections rise. The peso and stocks fell. The central bank, ϐ�����������������ǡ����������������������������������������
close from Thursday for disinfecting, they said in separate 
statements. The Department of Health said Wednesday a ����������������������ǡ��������Ͷͻ����ϐ�������������������������
in the Philippines. Open-market and settlement operations at 
the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas, as well as servicing of banks’ 

cash withdrawals, will continue as usual, the central bank said 
in a statement. Bangko Sentral Governor Benjamin Diokno, 
Finance Secretary Carlos Dominguez and Transportation 
Secretary Arthur Tugade said they’ll be going into quarantine 
after meeting with an infected person No off-cycle meeting 
is contemplated,” Diokno said in a mobile-phone message. 
He plans to participate remotely at the bank’s March 19 rate-
setting meeting, saying “we have the technology.” Duterte 
doesn’t have symptoms of Covid-19, the illness caused by the 
new coronavirus, but has opted to undergo the test, spokesman 
Salvador Panelo said in a statement. 

 New Delhi Agency.

The World Health Organisation (WHO) Wednesday said that 
the new coronavirus outbreak can now be characterised as 
a pandemic. “WHO has been assessing this outbreak around 
the clock and we are deeply concerned both by the alarming 
levels of spread and severity, and by 
the alarming levels of inaction,” WHO 
chief Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, 
who was addressing a media gathering 
in Geneva said. “We have therefore 
made the assessment that #COVID19 
can be characterized as a pandemic,” 
he said. WHO also said that while the 
declaration “doesn’t change what countries should do” to 
aggressively contain the virus, the UN health agency is “deeply 
concerned both by the alarming levels of spread and severity.” 
The WHO chief also said, “We have rung the alarm bell loud 
and clear”. The outbreak has so far infected more than 1,21,000 
people and killed over 4,300 globally.

Jerusalem, Agency.   

With global economic activities and supply 
of essential goods hit due to the coronavirus 
outbreak, Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu 
said Israel is dependent on “supply lines” from 
various countries and he has spoken to his Indian 
counterpart Narendra Modi. The deadly novel ������������ ����� ϐ����� ����������� ��� ������������
city of Wuhan in December last year has claimed 
over 4,200 lives and infected more than 117,330 
people across 107 countries and territories, 
with the World Health Organisation (WHO) 
describing the outbreak a pandemic. “I also 
spoke to the prime minister of India, my friend 
Narendra Modi. We are dependent on supply 
lines from various countries. We are looking 
into it all the time,” Netanyahu told a press 
conference on Wednesday. His remarks came ���������������������������������ϐ���������������ǡ�
the economy and industry minister, the Bank ��� ������ǯ�� ��������� ���� ���� ϐ������� ���������
director general on dealing with the economic 
implications of the coronavirus. The Israeli ��������������ǯ����ϐ���ǡ��������ǡ�����������������

spell out the subject of Netanyahu’s discussions 
with Modi in its press release. The Israeli prime 
minister has announced a package of 10 billion 
NIS (USD 2.86 billion) to facilitate economic 
activity in the midst of challenges posed by the 
spread of the virus. “The Israeli economy is in 
a better situation than most economies in the 
world: Unemployment is low, growth is high and 
the debt to GDP ratio is good,” Netanyahu said. 
“However, we have a great challenge here that we 
all are feeling and which we are all aware of. In 

our view, we can also deal with it in a way that will 
allow us to get through it successfully in peace,” �������Ǥ�ǲ���������������ϐ������ǡ����������������������ϐ���ǡ���������������ǡ���������ǡ������������������
we can do this together in an optimal manner,” 
Netanyahu asserted . The package lays special 
stress on the health sector and other businesses 
impacted by the coronavirus such as tourism and �������������������Ǥ�������������ϐ��������������������
provisions for businesses affected by the global 
menace.

Israel depends on various countries for 
supplies, spoke to PM Modi, says Netanyahu

China’s coronavirus epicentre, Hubei 
ƉƌŽǀŝŶĐĞ͕�ƐĞĞƐ�ƐŝŶŐůĞͲĚŝŐŝƚ�ĐĂƐĞƐ�ĨŽƌ�ĮƌƐƚ�ƟŵĞ

President Rodrigo Duterte to test for 
ĐŽƌŽŶĂǀŝƌƵƐ�ĂƐ�ƋƵĂƌĂŶƟŶĞƐ�ƐǁĞĞƉ�WŚŝůŝƉƉŝŶĞƐ

WHO declares coronavirus 
outbreak a ‘pandemic’

Brussels, Agency. Myanmar’s parliament 
rejected on Wednesday a proposed 
constitutional amendment that would have 
allowed the country’s de facto leader, Aung �����������ǡ������ϐ������������������������Ǥ�
The rejection had been expected because 
the proposal was opposed by the military, 
which under the constitution adopted when 
it held power, holds enough parliamentary 
seats to block any constitutional change. 
The defeated motion was one of several 
constitutional changes proposed by Suu 
Kyi’s ruling National League for Democracy 
party, with most expected to be blocked. 
Article 59(f) of the constitution bars a 
person from becoming president if his or her 
spouse or children are foreign citizens. Suu 
Kyi’s two sons are British nationals, as was 
her late husband. Despite the rule, Suu Kyi 
holds executive power in the government 
because of a legal loophole that allowed 
the creation of the post of state counsellor, 
to which she was appointed. Under the 
arrangement the actual president  a member 
of her party  defers to her. The efforts to 
change the constitution come ahead of a 
general election slated for late this year. Suu 
Kyi’s party took power in 2016 by winning a ���������������������������������ϐ������������
of direct and indirect military rule. But its 
intended reforms have been thwarted by 
the rules the military inserted in the 2008 
constitution. In addition to wielding a veto 
over constitutional change, the military 
controls three key ministries: defense, 
border and home affairs. Any constitutional 
change requires the approval of more than 
75% of the members of the combined 
houses of parliament. Members of the 
military automatically hold 25% of the seats, 
and can usually also count of the support of 
a civilian opposition party allied with it, the 
Union Solidarity and Development Party. 

Myanmar MPs reject 
bid to allow Suu Kyi to 
become president
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New Delhi, Agency.    Two days ago, 
when Manish Kaushik lost to Chinrozig 
Baatarsukh–who he had beaten at the 
World Championships last year—in the �������Ǧϐ����������������Ȁ���������������������ϐ������������ǡ�������������������
had a chat with his eldest brother Vipin 
Kaushik. The brothers recollected the day 
they saw  Vijender Singh, Akhil Kumar 
and Jitender Kumar receiving a warm 
reception at their village Devsar near 
Bhiwani, before the Kaushik brothers 
led Kumar to his home. With the 63-kg �������������������������������������Ȁ�������������ϐ����ǡ�����������������
chance left in the play-off against reigning 
Commonwealth Games champion 
Harrison Garside of Australia, to whom 
he had lost in the 2018 Commonwealth 
�����ϐ����Ǥ��������ʹͶǦ����Ǧ�����������
a split 4:1 win over Garside to bag 
the ninth Olympic quota for India and 
became a part of the biggest ever Indian 
boxing contingent to ever head to the 
Olympics, the youngster remembered the 
day his Olympics journey started. “I still 
remember the day Vijender bhai, Akhil 
bhai and Jitender bhai were brought to 
our village on a Gypsy and people were 
chanting their name. At that time, I did not 
know about the Olympics but I asked my 
brother and told him that I will also get a 
reception like that one day. This was going 
through my mind. Jaise bhi ho yeh bout 
jeetna tha agar Olympic medal ka sapna 
pura karna hai (Come what may, I had 
to win this bout  to realise the dream of 
winning an Olympic medal),” Kaushik told 
The Indian Express. Young Manish would 
spend a lot of time on 12-acre farmland 
his family owner, helping the family during 
the harvest of wheat, barley and cotton. 
When Kaushik joined the Bhupender 
Sing’s boxing academy in Bhiwani in 
2008, the brothers would cycle more than 
15km every day, a journey which would 
sometimes offer them a chance to spot 
Vijender running on the village roads. The 
training also meant that Manish’s uncle 
Pawan, who also ran a vegetable shop, 
took the responsibility of his diet. 

From Devsar to Tokyo 
Olympics, Manish Kaushik 
traces his idols’ route

Out of All England Open 2020, Tokyo looks too far for Kidambi Srikanth
New Delhi, Agency. 

Most times on Wednesday in his opening 
round of the All England, Srikanth looked 
like a teenager standing ashore, looking 
forlornly towards a brightly-lit party boat 
sailing quickly away. That was the Olympics 
slipping out of his grasp. There’s beauty in 
breakdown, and Kidambi Srikanth can look 
perfectly exquisite dancing around the court 
and lunging to the net while he’s bang in 
the middle of his most wretched string of 
results, plummeting to his darkest phase. 
Most times on Wednesday in his opening 
round of the All England, Srikanth looked 
like a teenager standing ashore, looking 
forlornly towards a brightly-lit party boat 
sailing quickly away. That was the Olympics 
slipping out of his grasp. But in a handful of 
moments, the Birmingham arena seemed to 
be lit up by an imposing Srikanth rising like a 
seashore lighthouse. Between 2-7 and 11-all 
in the opening game, his opponent  reigning 
Olympic champion Chen Long, nearing the 
end of his four-year title-hold – was made 
to look pedestrian. Then Srikanth resumed ����������������Ǥ��������ǯ�����ϐ�������ϐ��������
in and out of his body during a 21-15, 21-
16 loss – for there’s nothing to rhapsodise ��� ������� ��� �����ǡ� ����� ����� ϐ�������� ������������� ������� ϐ��������� �����Ǧ����� ��������
limp in the mesh. He played plenty of 
rubbish returns that allowed Chen Long his 
signature beastly kill which is nothing more 

than a steep thwack, a swat. The 31-year-
old Chinese is all things boring and brilliant  
controlled, accurate, swift in throttling the �������� ���� ϐ����������� �������� ��������� ����
retrieving in long, ponderous rallies. He 
made Srikanth’s creative construction of 
points look prettier than they actually might 
be, by using his strength and precision like 
an automation. World no.5 and on his way 
to challenging another stiff genius allergic 
to errors – Kento Momota – at the Olympics 
that hopefully take off in July, the Chinese 

was everything Srikanth wasn’t – effective, 
reassured and a certainty for Tokyo. Yet, all 
the swoons followed Srikanth even as his 
Olympic dreams go up in a plume. Srikanth, to 
his credit, wasn’t playing fearful percentage 
badminton – he was expansive in plotting 
out beautiful points for himself – like Arsenal 
before their fans’ patience with Wenger ran 
out. So there were the trademark set-ups: a 
big booming smash and a pouncing follow-up 
kill at the net with the quick leap of a jungle 
cat. Only with Srikanth do kills get described 

as ‘beautiful’. The Indian started his vanguard 
early with a down-the-line smash and at 
7-5, he whisked his wrist over an acute net 
winner that evoked nostalgia of a time when 
he was looked at as an Olympic potential. 
There was a reverse slice he seemed to have 
picked up on his recent travels and a punch 
clear that ended a point. But amidst all this 
was a bunch of unforced errors that came 
in waves. Gritting his teeth, scratching his 
head in frustration and looking grumpier 
than he normally does, Srikanth would show 
authentic disappointment infuriating his 
fans even more. But then there was always 
the anticipation, after he levelled at 11-11, of 
another phase of beautiful badminton. Twice 
the commentators, Steen Schleicher and 
Gill Clark, would launch into “you know…. 
But you never know” hopeful preambles 
to a comeback that never came. For before 
they could end the sentence, Srikanth would 
leak errors. Trailing 11-19 in the second, 
he once again masterfully set up a trap for 
the hulking Long. He sent two lollipops on 
the Chinese man’s back forehand corner, 
drawing him to commit to one side. And 
then sent down a cross-court smack to the ������ ϐ����ǡ� ��� ��������ǯ�� �������Ǥ� ����� ����
talkers were attesting that Srikanth hadn’t 
lost his skill after all, just the accuracy of 
it all. He left the stage leaving a Srikanth-
sized gap in the Olympics (though miracles 
in the coming month and a half can push 
him into the Games). Tokyo will have speed 

and pinpoint accuracy and control and 
physicality. The beauty of shuttle might be 
sulking somewhere in Guntur at the same 
time. Pinching a game off the top Chinese 
pair Zheng Si Wei and Huang Ya Qiaong, the 
Indian World No. 26 Pranav Jerry Chopra 
and Sikki Reddy couldn’t keep the same 
composure in the decider. The Indians went 
down 21-13, 11-21, 21-17 to the No.1-
ranked Chinese though there were many 
moments when they knew they controlled 
the rallies. With national coach P Gopichand 
sitting behind the players, the Indians took 
their chances poking holes into the Chinese 
game. The plan involved catching the woman 
player Huang Ya Qiaong at the net and going 
for the male player Zheng’s forehand with 
menace. “We played well, Gopi sir was sitting 
behind us giving good tips. 

I was feeling very positive on court 
because Gopi sir was like, ‘you are good at 
the net and can challenge her. Just trust me 
and challenge her on the forecourt’,” the 
left-handed Sikki said. The Indians worked 
up some rhythm in the opener, with Jerry 
showing good control in his attack. Keeping 
the shuttle away from their opponents, 
controlling it to the corners, the Indians 
really came into their own in the second after 
lagging 21-13. “Coach kept telling us to not ϐ������ ���� ������ �������������� ͳͲͲ� ���� �����
sure and that patience helped in the second. 
Catching Zheng’s forehand was the tip that 
really helped,” she said. 

�������������������ϐ����Ǧ��������������������
�������Ǣ��������������ϐ�����������������������

New Delhi, Agency. 

Indian badminton star Saina Nehwal’s 
chances of qualifying for the Olympics ����� �� ���� ������ ���� ����� �� ϐ����Ǧ
round exit from the All England 
Championships, following a loss to 
Japanese nemesis Akane Yamaguchi. 
Up against world number three 
Yamaguchi, it was a tough opening 
round for Saina, who lost 11-21 8-21 
in just 28 minutes on Wednesday. 
However, in men’s singles, Lakshya Sen 
prevailed over Hong Kong’s Cheuk Yiu 
Lee 17-21 21-8 21-17 in a gruelling ϐ����� �����ǡ� ������ ������� ͷͻ� �������Ǥ�
Sen will now clash with second 
seed and world number seven from 
Denmark Viktor Axelsen for a place ��� ���� �������ϐ�����Ǥ� ������ ��� �������
20th on the BWF rankings with 46267 
points and the 2012 London Olympics 
bronze-medallist needs to enter the 
top-16 bracket by April 28 to make the 
cut for the 2020 Tokyo Games. She now 
needs strong performances to pocket 
crucial ranking points but considering 
that several sporting events are being 
cancelled in view of the deadly novel 

coronavirus outbreak, it remains to 
be seen how many she actually gets 
to play. The 29-year-old is scheduled 
to compete at the Swiss Open (March 
17-22), India Open (March 24-29) and 
Malaysia Open (March 31-April 5) in 
the following weeks. It was Saina’s 
ninth defeat in 11 matches against the ���������������������������������ϐ����Ǧ
round exit this season. With Saina’s 

defeat, reigning world champion PV 
Sindhu is the only Indian left in the 
women’s singles draw. Sindhu on 
Wednesday beat American Beiwin 
Zhang in straight games. The 20-year-
old Sen is the only Indian left in fray in 
the men’s singles draw as P Kashyap �������� ����� ���� ϐ����Ǧ������ ��������
against Shesar Hiren Rhustavito and B 
Sai Praneeth lost his on Wednesday. 

New Delhi, Agency.  

Any decision to delay the Olympics should be made 
before May, an organising committee board member told 
Japanese broadcaster TBS late on Wednesday, as doubts 
over the Summer Games may grow with the coronavirus 
now declared a pandemic. Tokyo 2020 executive board 
member Haruyuki Takahashi’s comments came just 
hours after its chief, Yoshiro Mori, publicly chided him ���������������ϐ�����������������������������������������
a delay of one or two years would be the most reasonable 
option if the coronavirus derailed the Games. The Japanese 
and Tokyo metropolitan governments, local organisers and 
the International Olympic Committee (IOC) have all sought 
to quash persistent speculation that the Games could be 
cancelled or postponed. Mori called Takahashi’s suggestion 
“outrageous”, while on Thursday Tokyo Governor Yuriko 
Koike said she believed cancellation was not an option, 
although she acknowledged that the pandemic label would 
affect future discussions. The World Health Organization 
(WHO) described the coronavirus outbreak as a pandemic ��������ϐ���������ǡ��������������������������������������
drastic measures. The Tokyo 2020 Organising Committee 
said its stance had not changed following the declaration of 
a pandemic. “We will continue to coordinate our response 
with the Government of Japan, the Tokyo Metropolitan 
Government and other stakeholders as we prepare for a 
safe and secure delivery of the Tokyo 2020 Games in July 
this year,” a representive said via email. Speaking to TBS 
after Mori’s news conference, Takahashi said: “If you think 

about the athletes, May would seem too late” to make a 
decision on any delay, according to the broadcaster. “We �������������������������������ϐ���������ǡ���������������Ǥǳ��
He added that the organising committee would probably 
discuss postponement at its next meeting later this month, 
TBS reported. Takahashi did not respond to a request for 
comment. U.S. President Donald Trump suspended travel 
from Europe, except for the UK, for 30 days starting Friday, 
and hard-hit Italy tightened its lockdown. One of the most 
common strategies to contain the coronavirus is to avoid 
large gatherings, and major sporting events around the 
world have been cancelled or held without spectators. The 
U.S. National Basketball Association said it was suspending 
the season after a Utah Jazz player tested positive for the 
virus. As of Wednesday, Japan had 620 cases and 15 deaths.

Early decision needed for any delay, 2020 
organising member tells Japanese broadcaster

New Delhi, Agency.    

India vs South Africa (IND vs SA) 
1st ODI Dream11 Team Prediction, 
Predicted Playing 11 Today Match: 
Pandya last played an ODI against New �����������������������������Ǧϐ��������
Manchester and his last international 
game was a T20 against the Proteas in 
Bengaluru in September last year. India 
vs South Africa (IND vs SA) 1st ODI 
Dream11 Team Prediction, Predicted 
Playing 11: Hardik Pandya’s eagerly-
awaited international comeback adds 
a lot of context to India’s three-match 
ODI campaign against South Africa 
starting Thursday where the hosts 
would be aiming to put the ‘New 
Zealand Nightmare’ behind them. 
Amid the ever-rising danger of Novel 
Coronavirus and threat of rain once 
again playing spoilsport, Pandya’s all-������ ϐ����������� ����� ����� ��������
Virat Kohli in a good headspace as he 
would be desperately trying to forget 
the 0-3 mauling in the last series in 

New Zealand. Pandya last played an ODI 
against New Zealand in the World Cup ����Ǧϐ����� ��� ����������� ���� ���� �����
international game was a T20 against 
the Proteas in Bengaluru in September 
last year. He forced his way back into 
the national team with his all-round 
performances at the DY Patil Corporate ���ǡ����������������������������ϐ�������
ready to go. Skipper Kohli and coach 
Ravi Shastri has spoken openly about 
ODIs being the least of priority in a 
World T20 year. 

New Delhi, Agency.  

The ODI series between India and South ������� ������� ��� ��������ǡ� ����� ���� ϐ�����
match taking place in Dharamsala. Hardik 
Pandya, Bhuvneshwar Kumar and Shikhar 
Dhawan are all returning the India squad 
after lengthy breaks due to injury. Weather 
is a concern at the venue, with rain forecast 
on Thursday. The last international match 
at the venue — incidentally a T20I between 
India and South Africa — was rained out in 
September last year. India vs South Africa 
1st ODI will be played on Thursday, March 
12, 2020. India vs South Africa 1st ODI will 
be played at Himachal Pradesh Cricket 
Association Stadium, Dharamsala. The 
live streaming of India vs South Africa 1st 
ODI will be available on Hotstar. You can 
also follow live scores and updates of the 
match right here at IndianExpress.com. 
India Squad: Shikhar Dhawan, Prithvi Shaw, 
Virat Kohli (C), KL Rahul, Manish Pandey, 
Shreyas Iyer, Rishabh Pant, Hardik Pandya, 
Ravindra Jadeja, Bhuvneshwar Kumar, 
Yuzvendra Chahal, Jasprit Bumrah, Navdeep 
Saini, Kuldeep Yadav, Shubman Gill. South 
Africa Squad: Quinton de Kock (C & wk), 

Temba Bavuma, Rassie van der Dussen, 
Faf du Plessis, Kyle Verreynne, Heinrich 
Klaasen, David Miller, Jon-Jon Smuts, Andile 

Phehlukwayo, Lungi Ngidi, Lutho Sipamla, 
Beuran Hendricks, Anrich Nortje, George 
Linde, Keshav Maharaj, Janneman Malan.

When, where and how to watch India vs South Africa match? Captain, Vice-Captain, and 
WůĂǇŝŶŐ�ϭϭ�WƌĞĚŝĐƟŽŶ

New Delhi, Agency. 

Paris St Germain beat Borussia Dortmund 2-0 in an empty stadium 
due to coronavirus fears on Wednesday to reach the Champions ��������������Ǧϐ������͵Ǧʹ�������������Ǥ������������������������������������������������������������ʹǦͳ�ϐ����Ǧ������ϐ������������������ 	������ ���������� ����� ���� ����� ������ ���� ���� ϐ����� ����� ������ʹͲͳ�������������ϐ�������������ͳͲ�����������������������������

off in the dying minutes. PSG made 
it past the last 16 after painful 
exits at the same stage in the 
last two years. They let slip a 4-0 
advantage in a 6-5 aggregate defeat 
by Barcelona in 2017 and lost to 
Manchester United on away goals 
after beating the English side 2-0 at 
Old Trafford 12 months ago. Over 
3,000 ultra fans gathered near the 
Parc des Princes before kickoff 

after being granted authorisation by the police  demonstrations 
being considered an exemption to the ban of gatherings of more 
than 1,000 as French authorities try to contain the coronavirus, ���������� ���������ʹǡʹͺͳ�������������������ͶͺǤ������ ���� ϐ��������
and their chants could be overheard in the stadium. “Our only virus 
is Paris SG,” a banner in the empty arena read. PSG were without 
captain Thiago Silva, who had not fully recovered from a hamstring 
injury, while Kylian Mbappe started on the bench after suffering ������� ����� ������Ǥ� ��
���������������������� �������� ���� ϐ�����
clear chance when Edinson Cavani’s cross shot from Di Maria’s �������������������ϐ�����������������������������Ǥ

PSG sink Borussia Dortmund in empty 
stadium to reach Champions League quarters

New Delhi, Agency. �� ���������� ���� ��������� ���� ���� �����ǯ�� �ʹͲ� ������ ���� ϐ�����
between India and Australia here on March 8 has tested positive for 
novel coronavirus, the Melbourne Cricket Ground said on Thursday but ������������������������������������������������������Ǥ�����ϐ�����������������������������ͺͷ������������ϐ����������������Ǥ�ǥ����������������������
the ICC Women’s T20 World Cup Final at the MCG on Sunday March 8 
has now been diagnosed with COVID-19,” the Melbourne Cricket Ground 
management said in a statement. The Department of Health and Human ���������ȋ����Ȍ��������������������������ǯ��������������������������ϐ����
it as a low-risk of spreading COVID-19 to surrounding members of the 
public and staff. The patron sat on Level 2 of the Northern Stand at the 
MCG in section N42,” it added. The DHHS has recommended that those 
seated in N42 “should continue to go about their normal routine.

Spectator at India-Australia 
tŽŵĞŶ͛Ɛ�dϮϬ�t��ĮŶĂů�ĚŝĂŐŶŽƐĞĚ�

with coronavirus: MCG
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New Delhi, Agency.  As the Dow Jones 
Industrial Average (DJIA) and the S&P 500 
sank into a bear phase with the indices 
plummeting over 5 per cent each on 
Wednesday, analysts at Goldman Sachs 
expect a new ‘bull-market’ will be born later 
this year. Typically, a stock or index is said to 
be in a bear phase if the benchmark extends 
its decline to 20 per cent. The DJIA has 
slipped 20.3 per cent from its February 12 
high, while the S&P 500 has shed 19.04 per 
cent from the February 19 record high. “The 
current bull market ranks as the longest in 
history. It started on March 9, 2009 at 677 
and just celebrated its 11th anniversary. A 
new bull-market will likely be born later this 
year,” wrote David J. Kostin, chief US equity 
strategist at Goldman Sachs in a recent co-
authored report. The basic debate regarding 
the path of US equities in 2020, according 
to Goldman Sachs, involves whether 
coronavirus (COVID-2019) will lead to 
a proverbial “V-shaped” or “U-shaped” 
downturn. Uncertainty around the impact 
the virus is having and will have on business 
and consumer spending is heightened, 
which according to Goldman Sachs, has 
led to the volatility in recent weeks. “Most 
investors expect COVID-19 will become 
widespread but disagree about how long the 
disruption will persist. The corresponding ���������Ȁ�����������������������ͳͶ��
and the S&P 500 would trade at 2450. This 
would represent a 15 per cent decline from 
the current level and a 28 per cent drop 
from the all-time high,” the Goldman Sachs 
report says. Meanwhile, the global broking 
and research house has cut its earnings 
estimates for the S&P 500 further. On 
February 27, Goldman had cut its 2020 S&P 
500 earnings per share (EPS) estimate to ̈́ͳͷ�ȋ�����̈́ͳͶȌǡ���ϐ��������ϐ�������������
growth. “Our revised 2020 EPS estimate is 
$157 per share.

 A new bull-market 
will be born later this 
year: Goldman Sachs

FPIs pull out Rs 32,777 cr from markets 
ŝŶ�ϭϮ�ĚĂǇƐ�ĂƐ�ƌŝƐŬͲŽī�ŝŶƚĞŶƐŝĮĞƐ

Mumbai, Agency. ���ϐ���� ����� ���� ������� �������� �������
could pick up pace if foreign institutional 
investors (FIIs) continue to remain in 
a risk-off phase given the coronavirus 
(Covid-19) pandemic that has tightened 
its grip over most economies, say 
analysts. Adopting a cautious approach 
amid the worldwide outbreak of the new 
coronavirus (Covid-19), foreign portfolio 
investors (FPI) have already pulled out a 
net Rs 32,777 crore ($4.5 billion) from the 
Indian capital markets in the past twelve ������������Ǥ�ǲ	���	����Ȁ�	���ǡ���������������
a global risk-off and not just about India. 
While the health scare has dampened 
investment sentiment across the globe, ������ ����� ����ϐ��� ����� ���� ������ ����� ���
oil prices seen over the past few sessions. 
As regards coronavirus, we have been 
relatively unaffected as compared to the 
developed nations. Thus, the main reason 
why the FIIs are exiting is the risk-off. So 
long this persists, India will not be spared,” 
explains U R Bhat, managing director at 
Dalton Capital. As per latest depositories 
data, FPIs have pulled out Rs 29,262 crore 

($4.02 billion) from the equity segment 
between February 24 and March 9, 2020. 
While, on Wednesday, March 11, FPIs 
sold net amount of Rs 3,515 crore ($475 
million), the stock exchange data show. ����� ����������� ����� �� ������ ���� ���ϐ�������
Rs 32,777 crore during the period. With 
Thursday’s fall, the S&P BSE Sensex and Nifty 
50 indices have tanked a massive 17 per cent 
in just 13 trading days. Nischal Maheshwari, ������ ���������� ��ϐ����� ���� ��������������
equities & advisory at Centrum Broking, 
too, echoes a similar view and expects the 
markets to remain fragile and respond 
negatively to virus-related developments and 
dwindling global economic indicators. “Given 
the ongoing global risk sentiment, investors ���� ϐ�������� ��� ����Ǧ������ ������ �������� ����
avoiding risky emerging market (EM) asset 
classes. Given the global health scare, the 
Indian economy may enjoy the position 
of being less vulnerable to such shocks,” 
Maheshwari said. While a coordinated 
aggressive monetary easing from the central 
banks is most likely to offer some respite in 
the near-term, it is unlikely to improve the 
sentiments substantially unless there are 
signs of abating, analysts say.

NEW DELHI, Agency.  

Anil Ambani-led Reliance Group on Wednesday said its entire debt from troubled YES 
Bank is fully secured and was availed in the ordinary course of business. In a statement, 
the group said it is committed to 
honouring repayments of all its 
borrowing from Yes Bank through its 
asset monetisation programme.The 
Group, it said, has “nil direct or indirect 
exposure to Rana Kapoor, former CEO 
of Yes Bank, or his wife or daughters, or 
any entities controlled by Rana Kapoor 
or his family.” Reliance Group along 
side Subhash Chandra’s Essel Group 
were among the large borrowers that 
Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman 
had named after YES Bank’s board was 
superseded by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) and withdrawal restrictions placed. As 
many as 44 companies belonging to 10 large business groups reportedly accounted for ����������������͵ͶǡͲͲͲ������������������Ǥ������ϐ��������������������
����������������
owed Rs 12,800 crore while Essel Group had unpaid loans of Rs 8,400 crore. Other 
companies on the list include DHFL Group, Dewan Housing Finance Corporation, Jet 
Airways, Cox & Kings, and Bharat Infra. Without giving the loan it has from Yes Bank, 
Reliance said: “Its entire exposure to Yes Bank is fully secured and transacted in the 
ordinary course of business.” “Reliance Group is committed to honouring repayments of 
all its borrowings from Yes Bank Ltd through its various asset monetisation programmes 
which are all at advanced stages,” the statement said.

New Delhi Agency. 

Reserve Bank of India (RBI) is likely to announce 
liquidity-boosting measures to help stabilise ϐ�����������������������������������������������
to the coronavirus outbreak, a source said on 
Thursday. The Indian stock market plunged into 
bear territory on Thursday, with the blue-chip 
Nifty 50 sliding to its lowest in over two and half 
years, after the coronavirus outbreak was termed 
a pandemic and the United States suspended 
travel from Europe. The markets recouped some 
losses after the news with Nifty 50 and S&P BSE 
Sensex down over 6 per cent, off day’s lows of 
over 7.5 per cent. The market has been expecting 
an off-cycle interest rate cut by the Reserve Bank 
of India but the source said no such step is being ������� ��� ����� ������ ��� ����Ǥ� �������� ��ϐ���������ϐ����������Ǥ�ǲ�������������������������������
liquidity in the market and ease repayment 
issues to sectors that have been disrupted by 
supply chains being broken down,” the source 
said. India’s monetary policy committee is 
scheduled to meet on March 31, according to its 

website. A rate decision is unlikely to be taken 
by the RBI before its scheduled meeting, both ������ϐ�����������Ǥ��������������������������������
able to cut its policy rates due to a sharp rise in ������� ��ϐ�����������������������������Ǥ����������
uncertainty about how the coronavirus will 

spread, the RBI said it would act accordingly and 
expressed its willingness to ease monetary policy �������ǡ� ������ ����������� ����� ��ϐ������� ����������� ��� ���ϐ������ ���� ��� ��� ���Ǥ� ���� ������ �������������ϐ�����������������������������������͵� ���
India, according to the government.

RBI may come to the rescue of 
bleeding markets with liquidity-boost

�ŶƟƌĞ�ĚĞďƚ�ĨƌŽŵ�z�^��ĂŶŬ�ŝƐ�ƐĞĐƵƌĞĚ͕�
ĐŽŵŵŝƩĞĚ�ƚŽ�ƌĞƉĂǇ͗�ZĞůŝĂŶĐĞ�'ƌŽƵƉ

New Delhi, Agency. 

Indian equity markets went on a free-fall on Thursday 
as investors pressed and held the ‘sell’ button after 
the World Health Organisation declared the novel 
coronavirus outbreak a “pandemic”. The carnage on 
Dalal Street had eroded investor wealth worth over Rs 11 
trillion in the stock markets till 11:10 am today. Overall, 
the Indian headline indices Sensex and Nifty both slipped 
over 9 per cent each in intra-day and posted their biggest 
one-day fall in absolute terms. READ MORE The S&P 
BSE Sensex which ended the session 2,919 points lower 
at 32,778 dropped as low as 32,493.10, a two-year low. 
Index-heavyweights HDFC Bank (down 9%), Reliance 
Industries, and HDFC (down over 7%) contributed the 
most to the Sensex’s fall. Besides, State Bank of India, Axis 
Bank, ITC, and ONGC all slid over 13 per cent each. The 
broader Nifty50 index opened below the psychological ���������ͳͲǡͲͲͲ���������ϐ����������������������ʹǡ�ʹͲͳͺ�����
slid as low as 9,508 levels. The index closed the day at 
32-month low level of 9,633, down 825 points, or 7.89 per 
cent. The index has now entered bear market after falling 
over 20 per cent from the recent high. All the Nifty sectoral 
indices were painted red. Nifty PSU Bank index, down 
over 13 per cent, bled the most. In the broader market, 
the S&P BSE MidCap index and the S&P BSE SmallCap 
indexes were both slumped over 1,100 points each intra-
day. In the last 10 years, markets have not been as volatile 
as has been in the last 10 days. There have been a number 
of factors at play over the last week or so. Coronavirus 
(COVID-19), unprecedented fall in crude oil prices and the 
YES Bank reconstruction proposal have all contributed to 
the fall. Recession fears increased after WHO declared 
coronavirus a pandemic which forced investors to sell 
off risky assets. Fresh travel bans across nations is 
contributing to the fears that economic impact will be 
much larger than earlier estimates. RBI is expected to cut 
interest rate and announce additional liquidity before the 
scheduled meeting which is due next month Shares of 
Avenue Supermarts, the parent company of supermarket �������Ǧ����ǡ� ������ ������ ������� �������� ��������� ϐ����
Indian Railway Catering and Tourism Corporation and the 
country’s low cost airline SpiceJet among total 516 stocks 

that frozen lower circuit on the BSE on Thursday with no 
buyers were seen in these counters While the number 
of reported COVID-19 cases in India is still modest (50 ���ϐ������ �����Ȍǡ� ��� �������� ���� ����� ���� ������������
over its impact could worsen near-term consumer 
sentiment and hence domestic demand. The impact on 
production due to shortages of inputs (in a few sectors 
including electronics, pharma, automobiles) or reduced 
external demand (on slowing global growth) would also 
have a bearing on India’s growth outlook. This together 
with weak credit impulse domestically could constrain 
growth notably over the next two quarters. In our base 
case, we expect India’s real GDP growth to slip further to 
4-4.5% YoY in the March and June 2020 quarters from the 
4.7% YoY growth in the December 2019 quarter

^ĞŶƐĞǆ�ƐůƵŵƉƐ�Ϯ͕ϵϭϵ�ƉƚƐ͕�EŝŌǇ�Ăƚ�
33-mth low in biggest 1-day fall

New Delhi, Agency.  

The mayhem and bloodbath in domestic assets continues 
on as Coronavirus (COVID-19) spreads. The World Health 
Organisation (WHO) has declared the health scare a 
pandemic. There is extreme panic and risk aversion at 
this point in global markets. The US President Trump 
has restricted all travel from Europe for the next 30 days 
saying many Coronavirus cases in the US were seeded 
from Europe. India has suspended all tourist visas till 
April 15, 2020. We might now see more stringent travel 
and trade restrictions globally. In the past few sessions, 
the move in the Rupee has been largely offshore driven, 
taking precariously close to a new all-time low of 74.48 
against the US Dollar. The offshore bid has percolated 
to onshore. USD-INR spot onshore has been constantly 
bid as arbitrageurs have been seizing the gap between 
offshore and onshore forward points, which is around 25 
paise right now. The volatility term structure has inverted 
further with one-month at-the-money forwards (ATMF) 
volume at 8.4% and three-month ATMF volume at 7.2%. ���� 	��� ϐ����� ����� ����� ��� �� ��������� ����� ��������������ϐ���� ������ ��� ͳͶǡͳͻͶ� ������ ȋ̈́ͳǤͻ� �������Ȍ� �����
combined debt and equities segment this month so far. 
Foreign investors holding stocks on delivery might have 
certainly done a long put to hedge their positions. India’s 
central bank said it was monitoring global & domestic 
developments closely and is ready to take appropriate 
action. So far, India’s case count has been 73 but no fatality 
been declared yet. However, if coronavirus induced 
disruptions exacerbate, we may see a follow-up move in 
USDINR to new all-time highs. Crude Oil prices have fallen 
to multi-year low. A $10 per barrel fall in crude prices has 
the following repercussions for the domestic economy. 
Monthly imports reduce by roughly $1 billion. Since crude 
has fallen by $20 per barrel, it would reduce the monthly 
bill by $2 billion and annual import bill by $24 billion. ��������� ��ϐ������� ����� ����� ����� ��� ������� ͲǤͷΨǤ� �����
would give the RBI leeway to cut rates by at least another ͷͲ��������������ȋ���ȌǤ�����������������ϐ��������������������
3.5-4% level with a good Rabi harvest and lower crude 
prices. While lower crude prices are Rupee supportive, ���ϐ����� ����� �������� �������� ��� ����� ��������� ������
offset that. If the currency breaks 74.50, we may see 2 
– 3% depreciation from the breakout point. Along with 
rate cut, regulatory intervention will be required to halt 
steep depreciation in the rupee, considering the robust FX 
reserves RBI possesses.

Rupee can slip 3% more; 
rate cut, regulatory 
ŝŶƚĞƌǀĞŶƟŽŶ�ŶĞĞĚĞĚ

�����������Ǧ��������������������������
wealth worth over Rs 8 trillion

NEW DELHI, Agency. 

Investor wealth worth over Rs 8 trillion was wiped off in 
early trade on Thursday as equity markets crashed amid 
global equity selloff after World Health Organization termed 
the coronavirus outbreak a pandemic. Amid intensifying ����� ��� ������� ϐ��������� �������ǡ� ���� ͵ͲǦ������ ���� ������
plummeted 1,864.02 points or 5.22 per cent to 33,833.38. 
The carnage on Dalal Street eroded investor wealth 
worth Rs 8,56,689.62 crore, taking the total m-cap to Rs 
1,28,56,869.10 crore on the BSE at 1030 hours. The m-cap 
of BSE-listed companies stood at Rs 1,37,13,558.72 crore 
at the end of trading on Wednesday. Traders said besides ������� ����ǡ� ���������� �������� ��������ϐ����� �������������

on investor sentiments. On a net basis, foreign institutional 
investors sold equities worth Rs 3,515.38 crore on 
Wednesday, data available with stock exchanges showed. On 
the BSE, 1,789 scrips declined, while 152 advanced and 57 ������������������Ǥ���������������������������ϐ��������������
World Health Organization (WHO), late Wednesday night, 
termed the the new coronavirus outbreak as a pandemic, 
and expressed deep concern over the “alarming levels 
of inaction”. Following the announcement, US President 
Donald Trump suspended all travel from Europe, excluding 
the UK, to the US for the next 30 days to stop the spread 
of the virus, stoking fear of a global economic slowdown. 
Brent crude oil futures plunged over 5 per cent to USD 34 
per barrel, after the travel ban.

New Delhi, Agency.  The Reserve Bank 
of India’s (RBI’s) revival plan for YES 
Bank will need the central government’s 
approval, which may come in by Friday, ����������������������������ϐ�����Ǥ�����
draft ‘YES Bank Ltd Reconstruction 
Scheme, 2020’ will be put up for the 
approval of the Union Cabinet, chaired 
by Prime Minister Narendra Modi, when ������������	�����ǡ�������ϐ����������Ǥ�����
RBI had made the draft reconstruction 
scheme public on Friday, a day after 
it took over the board of the troubled 
lender and imposed restrictions on 
lending and withdrawal activities. The 
RBI had invited comments from State 
Bank of India (SBI), which is expected 
to hold 49 per cent stake in YES Bank, 
and other stakeholders by Monday. 
RBI Governor Shaktikanta Das had 
met SBI Chairman Rajnish Kumar on 
Friday to discuss the way forward. 
After examining comments on the 
draft scheme, the RBI may modify the 
provisions and send it for the approval of 
the central government. According to the 
Banking Regulation Act, 1949, the Centre 
can approve the scheme without any ����ϐ������������������������������ǲ���
it may consider necessary”.

z�^��ĂŶŬ�ĐƌŝƐŝƐ͗��ĂďŝŶĞƚ�
likely to take up revival 
plan on March 13

opensearch
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New Delhi, Agency.  Director Dibakar 
Banerjee was not interested in exploring the 
dynamic of a typical relationship between 
a man and woman in Sandeep Aur Pinky 
Faraar, which he says, is his attempt to make 
something twisted on gender and patriarchy. ���������������������ϐ��������������
expectations as the female lead is known 
as ‘Sandeep’ while the male protagonist is 
called ‘Pinky’. Backed by Yash Raj Films and 
starring two mainstream Bollywood stars 
in Parineeti Chopra and Arjun Kapoor, the ϐ���������ǲ�������ǡ����������������������ǳ�����
audiences, the director said. “The thought 
was to look at gender in a way we hadn’t ����������������Ǥ�����������������������ϐ����
with the template of a typical relationship 
between a man and a woman. Why make ��ϐ������������ǫ�����ǯ������ǡ����������������
that I’ve always wondered about, came 
together. In this case, it’s gender,” Dibakar 
told PTI in an interview. The director, known ����ϐ�����������������������
�����ǡ������
Sex Aur Dhokha and Shanghai, is not new 
to subverting expectations and predictable 
scenarios to tell stories that stand apart in 
Bollywood. 

Wanted to do something twisted 
with Sandeep Aur Pinky Faraar: 
Director Dibakar Banerjee

New Delhi, Agency.�������Ǧ�������ʹͲͳ�ϐ����
Hindi Medium, Angrezi Medium, starring 
Irrfan Khan and Radhika Madan, is expected ������������������������������������ϐ���Ǥ�
Despite the coronavirus scare across the ������ǡ�����ϐ��������������������������������ǡ�
courtesy the fandom of Irrfan, and Kareena 
Kapoor Khan, who plays a pivotal role in the �����Ǥ����������������������ϐ���������������������������������������������������ǡ�ϐ����
trade analyst Girish Johar said, “The trailer �������ϐ������������������������������Ǥ����
is targeting the family audience, and the 
upmarket and niche audience. It seems to 
be telling the story in a light and comical 
way. And, it has been noticed in the past, 
if you add a little relationship element in 
stories, they go a long way. So, I am looking 
forward to a good start for Angrezi Medium.” ��������ǡ�ǲ���������������ϐ���ǯ��������������
collection at Rs 3.5-4.5 crore. The rest will 
depend on word of mouth and content. �������ϐ����������������������������������ǡ�
so I hope this one hits the bull’s eye and 
meets the expectations.” The Homi Adajania ����������������������������ϐ������������
popularity of its star cast. Girish Johar 
suggested, “The excitement of watching 
Irrfan back on the screen is obviously 
there. His fans will throng theaters. Also, ����ϐ������������������������Ǥ���������������
Dobriyal, Dimple Kapadia, Radhika Madan, 
Pankaj Tripathi and Kiku Sharda.” However, 
the ongoing coronavirus scare might stop 
people from going to cinema halls. But Johar 
believes that would be a very small section 
of the audience. He said, “Baaghi 3 has got a 
good weekend collection and has also got a 
good jump on Holi. 

��ŶŐƌĞǌŝ�DĞĚŝƵŵ�ďŽǆ�ŽĸĐĞ�
ƉƌĞĚŝĐƟŽŶ͗�/ƌƌĨĂŶ�<ŚĂŶ�Įůŵ�
to have a decent opening

�ƵůƋƵĞƌ�^ĂůŵĂĂŶ͕��ĚŝƟ�ZĂŽ�,ǇĚĂƌŝ�ĂŶĚ�<ĂũĂů�
�ŐŐĂƌǁĂů͛Ɛ�,ĞǇ�^ŝŶĂŵŝŬĂ�ŐŽĞƐ�ŽŶ�ŇŽŽƌƐ

Siddhant Karnick on divorce with 
������
����ǣ�����������������������

New Delhi, Agency.  

Actor Siddhant Karnick, who was last 
seen in Anubhav Sinha’s Thappad, has 
opened up about his divorce with wife 
Megha Gupta. “We ran out of patience,” 
he told Times of India. Karnick and 
Gupta tied the knot in August 2016, 
but after living separately for some 
time, parted ways recently. “Megha 
and I went for therapy and tried to do 
everything we could to make it work, 
but in vain. We even started living 
separately in March last year. We felt 
that it would be better if we lived 
apart for some time and see if distance 
made the heart grow fonder. However, 
we realised that we had more peace 
of mind when we were not together,” 
Siddhant Karnick told TOI. Divorces 
can get ugly, but fortunately, it didn’t 
turn ugly for us. That’s because Megha 
and I decided to leave when there was 
still a little love left between us, which 
helped us sail through,” he added. 
Siddhant Karnick and Megha Gupta 
met through common friends in 2015 
and bonded instantly. After dating for 
some time, they tied the knot in 2016. 
Reports of trouble in their marital 

life, however, began doing the rounds 
in 2018. Karnick has appeared in TV 
shows like Ek Tha Raja Ek Thi Rani, 
Yeh Hai Aashiqui and Pyaar Kii Ye Ek 
Kahaani. Gupta, on the other hand, 
has done TV shows like Ayushman 

Bhava, Dream Girl, Yahaaan Main 
Ghar Ghar Kheli and Swarg. This was 
Megha Gupta’s second marriage. She 
was previously married to actor Aditya 
Shroff for four years until they parted 
ways in 2014.

Angrezi Medium movie review: Irrfan Returns

Mumbai, Agency. 

After teasing fans with several photos of himself and rumoured 
girlfriend Himanshi Khurana, Bigg Boss 13 fame Asim Riaz on 
Thursday released a new poster of an upcoming single featuring 
himself and Khurana. Crooned by Neha Kakkar, the song is titled 
“Kalla Sohna Nai”. In the poster, Riaz and Khurana look too 

much in love. Going by the colourful background of the poster, 
it seems the song is set in Rajasthan. Though the earlier poster 
had the release date of the song as March 18, now “Kalla Sohna 
Nai” will release a day later on March 19. “Kalla Sohna Nai” is 
the second music video of Asim Riaz after he walked out of ��������������ͳ͵������Ǥ�����ϐ����������ǲ���������������ǳ������
Jacqueline Fernandez became a rage among his fans and topped 
the charts. Ever since Riaz has moved out of the Bigg Boss house, 
he has been trending on social media. Photos of him chilling 
with Himanshi Khurana have gone viral on the internet, and 
now their fans are excited to see them together on the screen. 
After walking out of Bigg Boss, Asim Riaz talked about Himanshi 
Khurana. He told indianexpress.com, “Love just happens, we 
never plan it. She is the most beautiful woman I have ever seen. 
I did go down on my knees for her, and it was because I was very 
excited to see her. She was gone for two months, and during that 
time I really missed her. I was like a kid around her. Everything is 
quite positive between us and I am looking forward to spending 
time with her.

New Delhi Agency. ���ϐ���� ��� ��������� ���������
the trailer of its upcoming slice-��Ǧ����� ϐ���� �����Ǥ� ���������
Manisha Koirala, Jaaved Jaaferi, 
Prit Kamani, Nikita Dutta and 
debutante Shirley Setia, the 
movie will begin streaming 
from March 27. Maska is the 
coming-of-age story about a 
confused millennial Rumi who is 
caught between his dreams and 
delusions – desire of becoming a 
movie star, and reality of taking 
charge of his family business. 
He plans to sell off his father’s 
Rustom Cafe known for serving 
the best bun maska in town 
and connecting various lives 
together. But things change when 
his summer romance with a 
girl shows him a new path, helping him discover his true passion. The trailer of Maska is full of heartwarming and fun 
moments with relatable characters. While Manisha Koirala plays a Parsi woman and Rumi’s (Prit Kamani) mother, Jaaved 
Jaaferi is Rustom, the father. Both Dutta and Setia are Rumi’s love interests. Koirala, in a never-seen-before avatar, is the 
highlight of the two-and-a-half-minute long trailer. She is an authoritative, yet emotional mother who would do anything 
to keep the family’s legacy intact. Maska has been directed by debutante Neeraj Udhwani, who has previously written the 
screenplay of Mere Dad Ki Maruti. He was also the co-writer of Madhur Bhandarkar’s Dil Toh Baccha Hai Ji.

Asim Riaz and Himanshi 
Khurana look madly in love in 
the poster of Kalla Sohna Nai

Maska trailer: Manisha Koirala’s 
ŶĞǁ�ĂǀĂƚĂƌ�ǁŝůů�ŐƌĂď�ǇŽƵƌ�ĂƩĞŶƟŽŶ

�����ǡ��������ǡ�����������Ƭ��������������������������������������
�������ǡ��������������ǡ�ͷ������������������������ǡ��Ǥ�Ǥ�Ǥ����������ǦͳͳͲͲͲʹ
������������������ͳͷ͵ȀͳͲͺǡ�
�������������������Ǥ������ǡ����������ǦͳͳͲͲ͵ͷ

������Ǥ������
ȀʹͲͳȀͲͷ�ȋ������ǣ�ͲͳͳǦʹ͵ͺͲʹͲ�������ǣͻʹͳͲͲͻʹͷͶʹ�Ȍ��Ǧ�����ǣ����������������̷�����Ǥ����ǡ��������ǣ����Ǥ����������Ǥ��Ǥ��

New Delhi Agency. 

Angrezi Medium movie review: Angrezi 
Medium could just as well have been 
called Irrfan Returns. Watching this �����ϐ�������������������������������ǡ����
knowing about his medical struggles, ������������������������������ϐ����������
still in treatment, gives it a special ������������ ϐ������Ǥ� �������� �������
movie cast: Irrfan Khan, Radhika 
Madan, Deepak Dobriyal, Kareena 
Kapoor, Dimple Kapadia, Ranvir Shorey, 
Pankaj Tripathi, Tillotama Shome 
Angrezi Medium movie director: 
Homi Adajania Angrezi Medium movie 
rating: 2.5 stars Champak Bansal 
(Khan), owner of a famous mithai-
shop in Udaipur, has been confused ������������Ǥ�����ǡ��������ǫ�������������ǫ�
But there’s never been any confusion 
when it comes to his daughter Tarika 

aka Taru (Madan): what she wants, she 
will get. Taru’s wish to go to the UK 
(Truford University standing in for the 
world-famous red brick institution) 
is Champak’s command. Using that as 
a peg, Angrezi Medium, which comes 
three years after Hindi Medium, goes 
about picking several thematic points: 
the love of family which subsumes all 
else, the very special bond between 
fathers and daughters, and, of course, 
how knowing English is a passport to 
better prospects. In Hindi Medium, 
the physical journey essayed by the 
protagonists was much shorter, from 
traditional Old Delhi to swanky South 
Delhi. In this sequel, the distance is 
longer, from Udaipur to London, but 
the learnings, in spirit, are more or 
less similar. Family values, and blood 
ties, trump all else, even if it comes to 
realising a long-cherished dream of 

leading a free life in a shiny city in the 
West. And is freedom everything it is �������� ��� ��� ��ǫ� ����� Ǯ��������������ϐ���ǯ����������������������ǡ�������������
it for all its worth. Taru is accompanied 
by protective papa Champak and uncle 
Gopi (Dobriyal, as good as he has been 
before) as she steps into a new world, 
there to encounter a whole bunch of 
new characters: Kareena Kapoor as 
a cop, Dimple Kapadia as a stroppy 
elderly lady who offers rooms on 
rent, Ranvir Shorey as a good-hearted 
conman, Pankaj Tripathi as a dodgy 
travel agent who has a sideline in 
fake passports. The chief problem is 
a laboured plot, meandering about 
trying to hoover up too many things 
at the same time. Fortunately for us, 
the post-interval part takes some of 
the attention away from the Khan-
Madan to-dos, and spreads it amongst 

���� ������Ǥ� ���� ϐ���� ����� ��� �� �����
when Kapoor and Kapadia show up, 
showing how strong, unadorned 
female characters who are characters ϐ����ǡ� ����� ������� ����������Ǥ� ����
wish these two, and the very excellent 
Shome, had more screen time, but they 
get lost in the muddle, which keeps 
getting more and more contrived and 
unbelievable as it goes along. Also, you 
wish Madan’s act is less trying. She 
lifted Mard Ko Dard Nahin Hota and 
Patakha with her perky, fresh presence. 
But her Taru, delivery pinched and 
affected, comes off here as whiny and 
snivelling, an annoying creature who �������������������� ������ǯ�����ϐ��������Ǥ������������������������������������ǫ�
I want her back. In its attempt to strike 
a balance between making us laugh 
and cry, broad comedy and wring-
your-heart emotion, 

Mumbai, Agency. ���� ��������� ������ ���� ϐ�����
directorial venture of ace 
Kollywood choreographer 
Brindha Gopal. She has been a 
part of many successful movies 
like Vaaranam Aayiram, Maan 
Karate, Kadal and Theri. After the 
success of his latest Tamil release 
Kannum Kannum Kolaiyadithaal, 
actor Dulquer Salmaan is set to 
team up with Aditi Rao Hydari 
and Kajal Aggarwal for his next ���������� ������Ǥ� ���� ϐ����
titled Hey Sinamika went on ϐ������ �����Ǥ� ������������ǡ� ����ϐ���ǯ�� ������ ���� ��������� ����
been taken from a song in Mani 
Ratnam’s movie OK Kanmani, 
which also starred Dulquer as 
the lead. Aditi Rao Hydari and 
Dulquer Salmaan took to Twitter 
to express their excitement 
about the project. And we roll!! 
First day on the sets of Brinda’s 
directorial debut #HeySinamika. 
Blessed to be a part of this 

��������� ϐ��� with @dulQuer and 
@MsKajalAggarwal @jiostudios 
@brindagopal @JioCinema @

globalonestudio,” Aditi tweeted. 
Dulquer, on the other hand, 
posted on Twitter, “The magic 

of new beginnings ! Starting 
the journey of #HeySinamika 
with some lovely ladies Aditi 

Rao Hydari, Kajal Aggarwal and 
under the guidance of my dearest 
Brinda master ! @jiostudios @
dulQuer @aditiraohydari @
MsKajalAggarwal @brindagopal 
@JioCinema @globalonestudio.” ���� ��������� ������ ���� ϐ�����
directorial venture of ace 
Kollywood choreographer 
Brindha Gopal. She has been a part 
of many successful movies like 
Vaaranam Aayiram, Maan Karate, 
Kadal and Theri. Jio Studios is 
entering Kollywood with Hey 
Sinamika. Govind Vasantha of 
96 fame has been roped in to ��������������������������ϐ���Ǥ�������������ϐ���������������������ǡ�����ϐ�������������������������������������� ��������� ���� ϐ����� ����ǡ�
while Suhashini and Khusbhu ����� ���� ϐ����� ����Ǥ� ������ ����
Hydari was last seen in Mysskin’s 
Psycho. Kajal Aggarwal, whose 
last release was 2019’s Comaali, is 
part of director Shankar’s Indian 
2 alongside Kamal Haasan.
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